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Response to “Who Are You?” 
419192 #2 HATONN the speakers of thechrist way of Truth 

unto and within the teachings of the 
Who am I? What difference does Laws of God and the unchanging 

it make if I bring you TRUTH? If I Laws of the Creation. We are simply 
sort lies from Truth and uncover the come forth as the forerunner to that 

unto others that you would not ery country of the world? 
have them do unto you. Why did I not include the abo- 
Taoism: Regard your neighbor’s riginal belief in the above listings? 
gain as your own gain, and your Because I listed “relkions” of the 
neighbor’s loss as your own loss. world in major categories. The ab- 

secrets set to destroy you as nations 
and people--what difference does it 
make? If I were the Tooth Fairy and 
I bring Truth which allows you to see 
beyond the shroud of lies, does it 
matter? I will never give you ANY- 
THING which cannot be borne up in 
Truth by confirmation if you but look 
and find. Further, as a “journalist” 
and “record keeper” I know my re- 
sources and sources and I shall not 
divulge them for the benefit of their 
being set upon. I suggest that none of 
you confuse me with anything “mys- 
tical” or “out there somewhere”; I 
am neither. I am very “real”, very 
“near” and there are many, many 
who come with me. 

TRUTH OF “RULES” 

You are a follower of, say, Zoro- 
astrianism and therefore you cannot 
“believe” in my reality? Then I 
concern over your understanding of 
Zoroaster. The same goes for Juda- 
ism, Brahmanism and thus and so. 
Christian? Oh, I see--but do you? 
Who and what ,is a Christ? Jesus? No, 
this being in point was born Esu 
Emmanuel and later called Jesus by 
one Saul of Tarsus aka Paul--in Greece 
after the passing on of Jesus. CHRIST 
is a state of being attained by most of 

return unto your place of the Greater Zoroastrianism: That nature alone original presentation of the ancient 
Teacher as you have awaited lo, these is good which refrains from doing wisdomkeepers had no “religion”-- 
many eons. unto another whatsoever is not they WERE BROUGHT FORTH IN 

What of the Laws? Let us consider good for itself. TRUTH BEFORE THE “RELI- 
the “similarities” of the different Islam: No one of you is a believer GIONS” WERE SET FORTH BY 
Masters for it is interesting for you, until he desires for his brother that MAN. Ponder it for it may mean a 
perhaps, to discover the many ver- which he desires for himself. great deal in your.joumey into Truth. 
sions of that most basic natural Law of Considering the fact that this Law You are coming upon the season 
all rational human conduct, that Law has been known and understood by of Easter time. Check closely and 
referred to in the Western world as the some for thousands of years, in the HONESTLY as to exactly WHAT IT 
‘ ‘Golden Rule’ ’ . name of common sense why is this MEANS TO YOU! Is that perception 

Major religions of the world teach natural Law not being taught as such of physical or spiritual? Check closely 
this “rule”so let us look at it closely in every school and every grade, in 
as to its various presentations. everv cult. church and temnle--in ev- 

Please see RELIGIONS. nexl page 

Christianity: All things whatso- 
ever ye would that men should do 
to you, do you even so to them: for 
His is’the Law and the prophets. 
Judaism: What is hateful to you, 
do not to your fellowmen. This is 
the entire Law; all the rest is 
commentary. See, no “eye for 
eye” or “tooth for tooth” written 
for and by MAN. Simply put: 
What is hateful to you, do not to 
your fellowmen. 
Brahmanism: This is the sum of 
duty: Do naught unto other which 
would cause you pain if done to 
you. 
Buddhism: Hurt not others in 
ways you would find hurtful. 
Confucianism: Surely it is the 
maxim of loving-kindness: Do not 
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Comments on Distracters 
4/10/92 #l HATONN 

You readers will simply have to be 
patient with us while we muddle 
through integration of two “worlds” 
for in each action comes impact and 
intent. The material sent yesterday 
to some eight of you, is without 
doubt, the most silly distractor we 
have so far encountered. 

I shall not give one moment of 
the precious space in the LIBERA- 
TOR to such obvious games. Not 
only do I recognize the location and 
identification of the falsely identi- 
fied writer, but so do I know the 
location and reason for the blast and 
the content of the diatribe. I am 
grossly disappointed in the percep- 
tions of ones very near and dear who 
have been given loving sharing and 
attention only to do this type of 
assault. It is so immature and so 
‘ ‘Intelligence Services” oriented that 

the foolishness of the threats, finan- 
cial arrangements, etc., are all the 
more revealing. I suggest the ones 
responsible look very, very carefully 
at the “patience of God and Hosts” 
for when one bites the hand who 
offers security, KNOWLEDGE and 
sustenance, the reverse rewards can 
be expected. 

This party in point feels that 50 
year-old CIA unfoldment is unworthy 
of the LIBERATOR AND READ- 
ERS? Also, “ . . . why doesn’t Hatonn 
just fill in the deletions if he is so 
smart?” The point is that I AM 
filling them in and this is why the 
“cease and desist” order from anony- 
mous writers. The point you readers 
had best be receiving is that the CIA 
was allowed (that far in the past) the 
ability to censor and delete before the 
printing of the material--do you not 
think that somewhat important? 
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Introduction 
to Hatonn 
l/13/92 #l HATONN 

I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, 
Commander in Chief, Earth Pro- 
ject Transition, Pleiades Sector 
Flight Command, Intergalactic 
Federation Fleet. You may call me 
Hatonn. I am come in service 
unto the ONE GOD of Lighted 
Creation, and as “Host” unto 
His people who will be brought 
into His places long prepared for 
you. My own “Captain” is 
Sananda, the Christed Being you 
have called by many names--now 
one totally lvith Creator/Creation. 
[Sananda: simply meaning of/ 
with God]. We are not “mysti- 
cal” nor even “mysterious” 
aliens. We are the “Hosts” sent 
in preparation for His return, 
bringers of Truth according to 
His promise and to reveal the lies 
foisted upon you to claim your 
souls for the physical evil Elite 
controllers. We come in total 
love and without intent of force, 
coercion or judging. “Judging” 
is a state of evaluation of self in 
the presence of Creator in which 
actions in the physical experience 
are evaluated. 

The information within the doc- 
uments revealing Truth, THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS and L/B- 
ERATOR, are the outlays of lies 
and hidden facts for which you can 
find confirmation. If you don’t 
know the problems and the source 
of the problems, you can have no 
solutions. 

I do not “channel”; I transmit 
on a frequency attuned to my “re- 
ceiver” who is simply a translator 
of the pulses into English. This is 
true of all receivers who receive 
from any of this Command come 
forth with God for this transition of 
species and planet. 

The receivers mostly have no 
reference for material given until 
after the giving and then, only for 
their own confirmation and yours. 
My petition is that you pay no 
attention to this resource if it is 
confusing and uncertain unto 
you--LET TRUTH STAND 
ALONE IN ITS PRESENTA- 
TION--THE REST WILL FOL- 
LOW IN PROPER SEQUENCE. 

49192 #l HATONN by the violence and lies. I am continu- 
ally annoyed and exasperated that my 

With the turmoil and collapse of own immediate students and workers 
the Japanese market and Banks just as fail to hear mY warnings and lessons. 
I laid forth for you--I hope I have some You do not “win” something by 
new listeners at hand. In that hope “withdrawing” and YOU do not 
fulfilled, I want to share some repeti- “fight” something with bigger guns 
tion but clarifications of that which I and get kill& Youtk responsibility 
have been giving unto you. and make changes in the midst of the 

You have only a couple of “shel- rUkS and regulations given for your 
ters” left in your nation if you abide restrictions--go where they have set 
in the U.S. for the cumin of Exmu- their shelters, those who would bind 
tive Order through Emergency Regu- You. The Point is not to get “dead” 
lations is going to be laid on you soon. but to have a “remnant” survive to 
Never mind elections for the Elite will have a COnStitUtiOnal foundation upon 
not allow anything to stand in their which to build when the Elite Con- 
way--especially nothing like democ- spirators devour themselves and en- 
racy for and by the people. You must slave the multitudes and eliminate 
be learning to read the signs and clues some 6 billion people. You do not stay 
instantly and you are a long way alive by bringing great notice unto 
behind. 1 just encountered total lack selves and brothers and You do not do 
of full understanding in my own crew. it by ASSUMING you are not on the 

I have told ones here to please beast’s listings. YOU ARE ON THE 
watch news morning and evening and LIST AND HAVE BEEN SINCE 
lo and behold, some of my own work- BIRTH. 
&s have recently unplugged the tele- The Master Guide told you to live 
vision sets so they wouldn’t be upset within the Laws of God and The 

The Illusion of Important 
Creation AND within the laws of the 
land. If the laws of the land do not 
break the Commandments of God or 
the Laws of Creation, then work within 
the laws of the land, Everything you 
need do can be done within the limits 
of legality. Remember that every- 
thing the government or military does 
to you is “legal” because they have 
the big gun--even if it be “unlawful” 
as to the Constitution. Taking up 
arms and “fighting” as in war will 
only get you killed by the thugs with 
the bigger guns. You MUST win 
through changing the minds of men, 
You can only do this through the 
realization of the TRUTH and un- 
covering of the LIES as thrust upon 
you. YOU MUST KNOW YOUR 
ENEMY AND HOW HE WORKS 
AND HOW YOU HAVE COME TO 
BE IN THIS PLIGHT OF HELP- 
LESSNESS. IN KNOWING IS THE 
POWER TO RECLAIM AND RE- 
DEEM--ONLY THROUGH KNOW- 
ING TRUTH CAN YOU FIND 
FREEDOM AGAIN UPON YOUR 
PLACE IN HUMAN EXPERIENCE. 

IfYou MUST Bank U.se B. of A. 
419192 #l HATONN 

Why? Because, even through “il- 
legal” methods according to your 
Constitution, the power has been 
shifted to allow illegal proceedings to 
take place. Bank of America is a direct 
organization in the U.S. to service the 
Committee of 300. Then why, if it is 
corrupt,, would I recommend you use 
it? Because all banks are corrupt and 
all the rest are destined to come under 
the control of Bank of America. The 
banks of the nations will come into 
only FIVE. Bank of America is due to 
survive while the Elite glean all the 
RELIGION, cont. from previous page 

for if you said the crucifixion and 
blood’spillage of Jesus--you have just 
separated a physical being from a 
Christ being for one is of physical and 
the other only of SPIRITUAL. 

If any thought came before “Spiri- 
tual infinite LIFE” then you had best 
get on with your studies. Blood is 
simply a physical substance which 
flows through physical body and has 
no spiritual existence at all. What else 
do you place between YOU and GOD? 
It is time to consider it most carefully. 

assets and wealth of the people and called Security Pacific Chief Exec- 
nations. Stay small and unpretentious utiveRobert H. Smith to suggest com- 
and they will leave you alone and bining with BankAmerica. The re- 
cooperate with you nicely because sult, announced last August, is 
they will already hold your assets banking’s biggest marriage ever. Now 
without stealing them from you. There don’t go off half informed or misled as 
is a “silent” agreement which means to the roles of these named individu- 
“highest top secret by order of the als--the plan is at the top of the Elite 
Committee of 300 One World Order” ladder. I simply present it as pre- 
that as banks and S & L’s fail, B of A sented in your news releases, i.e., this 
will be allowed to publicly take over particular rendition is by the Los An- 
the good assets of these failures in toto geles Times, Feb. 16, 1992. The 
and leave the bad notes and debts to completion of the Plan is finished now 
you-thelpeople. and the beast is already in the slaying 

Let megive you the background of and capture phase feeding frenzy. 
the recent “rebuilding” of the Bank of It is time you hear what these Elite 
America and its mighty financial role tell you, however, so we shall present 
under the planned direction of one it to you. 
Richard Rosenberg and you will see a Since taking over the parent 
bit of the formation of the octopus in (Bar&America) of Bank of America in 
action. 1990, Rosenberg, 61, has launched on 

One yearago, Bank AmericaCorp. an unprecedented buying binge. Once 
Chairman Richard M. Rosenberg thenation’squintessential international 
picked up his telephone to place a call bank, BankAmerica’s main push the 
that would change California bank- past few years has been to expand its 
ing. operations in the West through what 

Following reports early last year Rosenberg and other BankAmerica 
that merger talks failed between two executives believe are unprecedented 
of his rivals, Security Pacific Corp. acquisition opportunities stemming 
and Wells Fargo & Co., Rosenberg Please see B ofA. next page 
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from the financial problems of the 
thrift and banking industries. 

Rosenberg is also outspoken in his 
belief that there are too many banks in 
the United States and that reducing 
their numbers through mergers will 
help restore the industry’s health. The 
merger binge isn’t without pain for a 
lot of workers--some experts estimate 
as many as 100,000 banking jobs will 
be lost in 1992, more than 10,000 in 
the Bar&America-Security Pacific 
merger alone. 

A former Wells Fargo executive, 
Rosenberg is considered one of the 
country’s leading marketing experts 
(one of his ideas became the scenic 
checks that banks issue). He earned 
the right to succeed Bar&America chief 
A. W. (Tom) Clausen through his role 
in banking industry’s biggest tum- 
around ever. p: Don’t get carried 
away, readers, this is a hunch of 
you-know-what .] 

I shall just quote the next few 
paragraphs and you try not to get sick 
to your tummies at the incredible song 
and dance. 

In the mid-1980’s, 
Bar&America nearly failed, dragged 
down by bad foreign loans and other 
problems. Rosenberg and a group of 
other former Wells Fargo executives 
working under Clausen not only 
stemmed the losses, but turned the 
bank into one of the nation’s healthiest 
institutions, poised to be one of the 
country’s most aggressive acquirers 
in the 1990’s. Early last year, 
Bar&America came within a shade of 
buying the failed Bank of New En- 
gland from federal regulators, a move 
that would have given it branches on 
both coasts and brought BankAmerica 
a step closer to becoming a nationwide 
bank. 

From his 40th-floor office, 
Rosenberg can look out at the sweep- 
ing 180-degree view, from the Golden 
Gate bridge to the left and the East Bay 
hills on the right. Unlike the serious 
statesman-like Clausen, Rosenberg is 
an affable executive whose comments 
are often marked with self-depreciat- 
ing humor. During a recent speech in 
Los Angeles on banking, Rosenberg 
expressed shock that 750 people had 
showed up “because this is about the 
least exciting subject I can think of ‘. 

*** 

Least exciting? This is the very 
thing that is stealing the entire wealth 
and all monetary assets, taxes and all 
of value in a material way--from you- 
the-people. Only 750 showed up? 

Where are the other 6 billion who are “trust salesmen” who will cease to 
going to lose every shred of personal get your money for simply tying up 
property? It is because of this very your funds and STILL thegovernment 
oroiection that the banking industry can claim them. When Emergency 
hasbeen left to flourish in the hands of 
total criminals bleeding you-the-citi- 
zens. 

I don’t want to speak on 
Bar&America longer at this point for 
I only wanted to point out the nuances 
in play. First--note a slight variation 
in Bankof Americainto Bar&America. 
Note this and act accordingly. You 
will, however, see that the name will 
ultimately merge but for now, it re- 
mains openly different to delude you. 
The most safety for-deposits and day 
to day banking will be found under the 
shelter of the serpent’s venom. The 
intent is to pull you in through deceit 
and not force which will alert you 
sleeping rabbits intended for dinner. 
Stay alert and move as the need arises. 
Keep those investments out of the 
industry and keep your banking to 
minimum for there is no FDIC insur- 
ance to cover anything--the system is 
bankrupt. Be wise and you will be 
fine--act in greed and you will be 
devoured for they wait coiled and 
ready to eat you. 

Regulations and Executive orders 
come down you will turn over those 
trusts--instantly. A Nevada corpo- 
ration is a child (sovereign and sep- 
arate) of Nevada. Old corporations 
never even die--they just get a new 
President. The “family’* corporation 
set up in Nevada, for instance, does 
not ever go into probate just because 
the owner or current President (you) 
dies or retires--it just moves right on 
in business in the hands of your ap- 
pointed directors (kids, donations-- 
whatever) and its bank accounts stay 
useable and no probate. Indeed, law- 
yers hate the idea for they don’t get 
any of YOUR ASSETS, neither does 
the government get any TAXES ripped 
out of your blood. 

Now, what else can you do? You 
can incorporate (small, tiny corpora- 
tions without your name attached) in 
Nevada. We are going to start pre- 
senting “how-tos” in the LZBERA- 
TOR of general nature. Ours is to help 
you protect your small estates. If you 
are a big business and only interested 
in greed and gain--l suggest that our 
people can incorporate you but that is 
all the intermediary responsibility we 
wish to share. God provides in- 
structions for ALL, but we do not 
intend to aid and abet total greed. 

This method of protection may not 
be long-lived or, it may go on as long 
as there is business availability. I 
would guess, however, if there is a 
massive change in rules with disclo- 
sure of ownership of corporations in 
Nevada, then there will be a grandfa- 
ther arrangement which will cover 
already established corporations. 
NEVADA IS THE ONLY STATE IN 
THE UNION WITH THE LEGAL 
COVER TO DO THIS, CHELAS, 
REGARDLESS OF WHAT LAW- 
YERS AND ACCOUNTANTS WILL 
TELL YOU OTHERWISE. 

THINK: If you incorporate in 
Nevada and learn to use this new 
‘ ‘sovereign Nevada helper’ ’ you have 
no further need for accountants or 
lawyers. Do you actually think that 
either is going to advise you to sever 
their Mercedes payments? How about 

I haveasked E.J. and Cort to write 
regularly in the LIBERATOR so that 
you can have access to assistance and 
always you can call for further educa- 
tion as to management, set-up, etc. 

Page 3. 

Chelas, I can do no more than point the 
way--l CANNOT DO IT FOR YOU. 
So far, the Nevada Corporation (within 
the U.S.) is the only protective state of 
sovereignty which has not been vi- 
olated. It must however, be run in 
such manner as perfection of records 
is done. If handled properly the 
corporate veil cannot be pierced nor 
will it be. If your intent is to do it 
properly then it is exceptional in value-- 
if your intent is toevade laws and taxes 
then you shall eventually get caught in 
your own trap and our people want 
NO PART OF IT. So be it. If you 
have interest and have not acted, the 
way to contact these ones who can help 
will be listed herein. 

These workers are working as rap- 
idly as possible to set up a way to 
provide more and better coverage and’ 
assistance through Nevada at on-site 
location while still servicing you out- 
of-state persons through out-of-state 
management assistance. We only 
“offer” a way, we certainly do not 
require that you follow it. 

Banking, American Style 
419192 #2 HATONN this but recognize the guidelines and 

outline of the writer before me. It is 
I am going to utilize information past time to thrust forward with all the 

compiled and briefed down in And- powerandpressurepossible--theTruth 
Shyster, March, 1992. I do this be- , in any manner possible and as quickly 
cause I know that the majority of you 
readers do not have even an idea what 
I am talking about and yet you need 
input from Earthside hard-copy. I 
have given you all of this, yes--but you 
MUST know it and you are in over- 
load of information. Please allow me 
to serve to my best ability as ‘ ‘teacher’ ’ 
for simply hearing a thing once--does 
not bring.KNOWlNG. 

You will note, as before, I honor 
one Henry B. Gonzalez who is a 
representative from Texas. He has 
been a representative since 1960 and 
has spent most of ‘that time on the 
House Committee for Banking, Fi- 
nance, and Urban Affairs and is now 
Chairman. 

Rep. Gonzalez recently delivered 
a speech to the House of Rep- 
resentatives that included some ex- 
traordinary comments on your bank- 
ing system. Given his credentials, it’s 
impossible to dismiss his comments as 
uninformed or misguided. I will note, 
however, as I have before, that when 
this great man spoke to enter his 
speech into the Record, the House was 
empty save one or two clerks. THIS 
is why you are in serious and irre- 
versible trouble. I am going to write 

as is-humanly possible. 
Although some people swear the 

world is assaulted, perhapseven ruled, 
by a conspiracy of bankers, it matters 
not.if you do not consider this a viable 
theory--for in the uncovering of facts 
that theory will be proved or put 
down--consider what IS. You will 
note that many of Rep. Gonzalez’ 
remarks underscore the enormous, 
unseen influence bankers have on 
your lives and point to the probabil- 
ity of some type of a conspiracy if 
nothing more and must be consid- 
ered most carefully regardless of 
what you now believe. 

We would be here reading all day 
and night if we do not simply take 
excerpts and juxtapositions from the 
“Congressional Record--House Feb- 
ruary 3, 1992”. We will effort to 
bring all pertinent factual information 
and leave you to read the document in 
entirety for full input. Joumalisti- 
tally, we must conserve time and 
space herein in order to present more 
topics for consideration--for you ’ ‘can- 
not live by bread alone” lest you be 
poisoned by the unsuspecting dish 

Please see GONZALEZ, next page 
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GONZALEZ, cont. froru previous page James Baker III (Nov. 13th, 1991): ing numerous U.S. fifimts, that may the President “instruct the appropri- 

slipped onto thine table. 
“The Committee on Banking, have supplied Iraq with technology ate agencies to be forth-coming in 

For a complete, accurate text of 
Finance, and Urban Affairs is con- and know-how necessary to develop assisting thecommittee withitsinves- 

the speech, call Rep. Gonzalez’ office 
ducting an investigation of Banca conventional and non-conventional tigation.” 

at 202-225-3236 in Washington, DC, 
Nazionaie dei Lavoro (BNL) which weapons. Both have stated that they Receiving no reply from the Presi- 

or 5 12-229-6195 in San Antonio. Ask 
provided Iraq with over $4 billion in are not authorized to provide the dent (surprise, surprise--since many 

for a copy of his February 3rd, 1992 
loans during the latter half of the Committee with the names of the of those companies were his), Rep. 

speech regarding the Banca Nazionale 
1980’s. The Committee respectfully companies, Gonzalez delivered his speech to the 

de1 Lavoro. Yes, readers, I have asks for your cooperation with this ‘ ‘While the IAEA and the U. N. House of Representatives on February 

written much on the subject but you investigation to discover., . how BNL commission did state that the ‘lists’ 3, 1992. Excerpts are as follows: 

must hear it again for--pause a mo- - loans were used to provide Iraq with are available to U.N. member coun- (At this point Dharma’s computer 

ment and see ifvou can repeat what it the technology atid know-how neces- tries, they informed the Committee stopped recording hkr typing and sev- 

was I told you about it. I thought not. sary to produce weapons of mass that the United States Mission to the eral pages later “locked up”, causing 

Let us continue. 
destruction 

U.N. has not formally requested cop- the loss of hours of work. She re- 

After a year and a half’s inves- 
“The International Atomic ies of the lists. typed the work in the following chap- 

tigation into the transfer of American 
Energy Agency (IAEA) and the U. N. “ Why has the State Depart- ter.) 

weapons programs to the Iraqis, Rep. 
Special Commission have both in- mentfailed to formally request a copy 

Gonzalez wrote to Secretary of State, 
formed the Committee that they have of the IAEA and U.N. special Com- 419192 #3 HATONN 
compiled a list of companies, includ- mission lists of the U.S. companies 

that may have provided Iraq with the Now let us take up this writing 
technology to develop weapons of exactly where the cpmputer degtroyed 

TANGLED WEBS 
mass destruction ?” the document, at “Excerpts are to 

‘HOENIX JOURNAL follows”: 
“GOTCHA’‘-VOLUME I 

The letter closed, asking Secretary 
Baker to “please request the IAEA “The Iraq Sanctions Act con- 

$ I O.OO... By Hatonn and the U.N. Special Commission tained a provision requiring you to 
Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit lists and forward a copy of them to the conduct a study and report on the sale, 

woven throughout ail religions. Topics in- Banking Committee. ” export, and- third party transfer or 

clude: The Holy War - Origins of the Chris- But The State Department development of nuclear, biological, 

NEW BOOK RELEASE tian doctrine - Desecration of Judaism - The “Stonewalled” . . . the Secretary of chemical, and ballistic missile tech- 

role of British Freemasonry - New Age De- State has not responded--has not nology to or with Iraq. Pursuant to 

To Order Contact ception and what is meant by the ONE WORLD 
made the request to the U.N. agen- that Act, the President issued a report 

America West CHURCH. Also included are updates on 
ciesand has not explained why there to Congress in the Fall of 1991 con- 

800-729-4131 current world events. 
has been noaction on the part of the eluding that U.S. firms did not con- 
administration. [H: This is all into tribute directly to Iraq’s conventional 
the record, friends, so I suggest you and nonconventional weapons capa- 

:A.NGLED WEBS- - GOTCHA!.- -AGAIN -VOLUMEII get off your “buts” and go check it bilities. The report to Congress is 

$lO.OO...By I-Jatonn out.] clearly inaccurate. In fact, numer- 

Iatonn presents the history and operations of the CIA, also called the 
In fact, even “the Justice De- ous U.S. companies provided criti- 

Cult of Intelligence”, since 1952, as presented by two former insiders 
partment under Attorney General cal support to Iraqi weapons pro- 

[MA and A) who remain anonymous for their protection. Related 
Thornburgh stonewalled us and I put grams, including missiles.” 

‘epics: Oliver Stone and JFK - Psychological warfare - Espionage and 
the letter in the Congressional ‘Record’ Further, “Thereportsubmitted 
some time ago in which he defied the to the Congress is classed as secret. . 

1ounterespionage - Bush and CIA connection - National Security Act. committee to continue any kind of . . But if something is so good, why 

JUST THE 3, MOTHER OFALL WEBS 
hearings” and said, “You should not do you keep it secret? If the report 

RELEASED TANGLED WEBS -VOLUME III 
have any hearings, and we are shocked shows adiligent job by those in power, 
and disappointed that you insisted on why, you want to publish it; you do 

$lO.OO...By Hatonn having hearings. ’ ’ not want to hold it secret.” 

atonn continues outlining the history of worldwide CIA operations, So on January 31, 1991, Rep. In fact, “There is little in- 

lcluding the “ideals” adopted and enforced by CIA leaders and operatives, Gonzalez wrpte to President Bush, formation in the report that is not 

leir methods of influence in world affairs and how they escape scrutiny saying: already published and in the public 

v the American people. Some Topics: CIA operatives McCone, 
“The Banking Committee has realm as always. . . . I read the foreign 

(cNamara, Helms and Duiles - The Eaton Study - Successes and Failures 
evidence that U.S. firms were in- press, and I have read articles about 

FCI’A operations - Presidential interest in CIA - Henry Kissinger-George 
volved in . . . Iraqi missile programs . . . things that were in great detail out- 

ush, Zapata Offshore Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute. 
and in the production of modified lined that we were told were sensitive, 
Scud missiles. These are the same secret, here. . . . TheAmericanpeople, 

TANGLED WEBS 
Scud missiles used during the Gulf with all the secrecy, are the ONLY 
War to attack both American troops ONES THAT DO NOT KNOW. 

LOOSEN THE KNOTS AND TANGLES stationed in Saudi Arabia and civilians Everybody outside of the U.S.A. long 

VOLUME IV living in Israel. ’ ’ ago has known. ” 

$lO.OO...By Hatonn 
The letter noted the curious will- “To date, the American peo- 

atonn continues exposing the history of worldwide CIA covert opera- 
ingness of the Departments of Corn- ple know little about how Iraq oper- 

ans, referrred to as “Clandestine Services”, beginning in the early 1950’s 
merce and State to approve export ate-d in this country to attain its illicit 

(rough the 1970’s as presented by two former insiders. Some of the 
licenstis necessary to ship American goals. . . . But some of the essential 
technology to Iraq and also Secretary facts of the transfer of American ma- 

epics: CIA involvement with Cuban exile groups and Bay of Pigs Baker’s refusal to cooperate in the terials and technology to Iraq’s mili- 
:terans - Some of the CIA “Proprietary” Organizations and Corporations. Banking Committee’s investigation. tary buildup are these: 

lus current events. Rep. Gonzalez closed by requesting Please see GONZALEZ, next page 
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GONZALEZ. cont. from previous page “Our folks in theunited States nanced $2 billion worth of agricul- the House Banking. Fiance. and 

“Iraq developed a carefully 
have never gotten a full and complete tural goods through the Commodity Urban Affairs Committee. There is 

controlled system to build chemical 
report of all those financial dilemmas Credit Corporation Program. Tax- no man higher in your Congress to 

and nuclear weapons, and missiles 
that led to the taking of the hostages. payers are going to have to pick up know these things than is this par- 

capable of delivering those weapons; 
It involved about 10 billion dollar’s thattab, andit amounts tosomewhere titular Representative of you-the- 
worth of banking investments from around $2 billion, and that does not people. I will note, further, that 

“Iraq USed a clandestine pro- the United states 
curement network which controlled 

include over $200 million from the Dharma turned to C-SPAN and 

American companies that supplied 
“It is sad to think that we now Export-Import Bank guarantees. watched and wept as the last of the 

important support to the weapons pro- 
have somewhere around $800 billion “Today we are in imminent ~“audience” slipped out of the cham- 
in this country in foreign money, and danger of the dollar being replaced as ber while this lone Patriot contin- 

gram; 
“The U.S. Commerce De- 

nobody really knows how to keep the international reserve currency. ued to speak to that empty room as 

partment, with the acquiescence of 
track of it. Not all of the $800 billion This means that, for the first time in if nothing of value or note was being 
is legitimate, but just a chunk of it is our history, theU.S.A. isaboutto lose considered. I have little hope for 

other agencies, readily licensed the 
export of militarily usefi.1 goods to 

highly leverageable. It can be lever- the great privilege of being able to pay your survival, little ones--indeed, 

Iraq, even though it clearly 
aged in a matter of minutes electroni- its debts in our own currency. It little hope.] 

knew.. . what their real purpose 
tally to such things as drug money means that this huge, monstrous debt “Today we are on the edge of 

was.. . because not only the CIA but the 
laundering . we have piled up on the governmental a precipice. What troubles my mind 

military intelligence and the Defense 
“I have been saying for over level, on the corporate level (which is and my soul more than anything else 

20 years that the kind of crime, par- as great as the governmental level), since 1979 is the fact that the United 
Department advised them that these States has an almost debauched cur- 
had potential military use; 

titularly drugs and all that goes with and the private level, will have to be 

“The President submitted an 
it, would not be possible in our coun- paid back in somebody else’s cur- rency--the value of ourdollar [Federal 

inaccurate report to the Congress con- 
try unless there Was a tie-in between rency . Forget about economic free- Reserve Notes, actually] has declined 
the criminal element, political (ofl- dom, forget about our vaunted Stan- 60 percent in 6 years. HOW Cm we 

cerning these matters; and, cials), and the financial or business 
“The State Department has sector 

dard of living. Yes, we are beginning continue that? 

thus far rejused to obtain relevant ’ 
to worry now. We are beginning to see “When Congressmen ask me 

information from the United Nations 
“Today over25 percent of our the intractability of the so-called re- what is the single thing that I feel is 

on the Iraqi weapons program,. . . 
total financial or banking assets are cession which I said over a year ago most direly needed in this country, 1 
owned by foreign entities. The diffi- would be intractable. answer with one word, ‘solvency’, 

“What about the CIA? We 
thought this was our vaunted intelli- 

culty is to try to convey even to our “Few people recognize the ‘solvency’. We are bankrupt. 
regulators how different it is when any gravity, the extent, the depth, the “The whole course since 

gence gathering agency for which we 
appropriate untold and still publicly 

of these international banks headquar- spread of the complicated problem World War II could have been charted 

undetermined billions of dollars. [H: 
tered in the United States charter agen- that facesus just in the financial world. on a graph. It was obvious from the 
ties in several of the other States. statistics that show that, as late as 

Please note that this is still a portion 
of the CIA “Tangled Webs” but I 

Mat is not realized is that every one GRIM TRUTH: U.S. IS BANK- 1956, our country was producing Over 

cannot wait for the appropriate spot 
of thoseforeign banks are State-owned. RUPT 80 percent of the world’s goods. Today 

in the JOURNAL in progress for I 
“One of those banks is the it is not even 16 percent. 

must finish the explanation regard- 
Banca Nazionale de1 Lavoro (BNL). “The unique American de- “That was foreseeable. Cer- 

ing Cuba and Castro and the book 
[H: To you readers: yes, I have posit insurance system . . . the need for tainly we should know that the day 

is growing too lengthy. You must 
spoken at length about this banking reform there is long overdue . . . the would come when there would be a 

have this information NOW.] Here 
operation and its connection and congressional intent has long ago been recuperation and resurgence of 

is the pathetic thing: the CIA knew all 
ownership jointly by the Mafia and corrupted. You cannot have $3 tril- Europe and Japan. As Shakespeare 

about this. But whatever it brought 
the Elite Bankers Cartel. I MUST Zion of insuredfinds in the commer- so aptly said, when a nation becomes 

forth was either ignored or canceled 
write of it again, however, for you cial banking system and have an insol- arrogant in its folly it becomes a 

by the State Department or the Depart- 
ones don’t seem to fully understand vent insurance fund without saying laughing stock. 

ment of Commerce and by other 
the Plan. This is not the BCCI but that it would be quite dt#icult to tell “What do you think for so 

individuals.. . of commercial and fi- 
you will find the same high officials the people the truth. many years folks outside the U.S.A. 

nancial backgrounds, including 
(such as Bush and Saddam Hussein) “In these difficult times, I do called us? Do you think they called us 

highly placed individuals in the ad- 
utilizing the same bank and the very not know how much political mileage Uncle Sam? They did the same thing 

ministmtion today, very high, spe- 
same accounts in BOTH. In BCCI, there is in being constantly having to they did after World War I. We are 

cifically the National Security Advi- 
for instance, resided over $250 mil- do what seems to be absolutely neces- Uncle Stip; we are patsy. ” 

sor, and the present Deputy Secretary 
lion dollars split personally between sary--to provide the necessary funds *** 

of State. He was even on a Yunosla- 
Saddam and George Bush.] BNL is to ensure the at least temporary actu- You can breathe again now for I 

tin bank beard,” owned by the Italian Government; arial soundness of the banking and see some of you turning purple. In 
BNL provided over $4 BILLION in insurance fund. March this beloved Patriot, in an 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
what appears to be illicit loans to the “We are now facing . . . huge effort to awaken you, made -at least 
Government of Iraq . . . about half was . . . deeply rooted problems that affect three more speeches which provide 

“At the bottom of almost every 
event in human history.. . isfinances. ” 

“For example, the day the 

used to finance Iraq’s war efforts to 
build a self-sufficient military indus- 

try- 

hostages held in Iran were released (l/ 
20/81), they were released AFTER 
A FEDERAL RESERVE official in 
New York pressed a button and 
released several billion dollars from 
London to the folks in Iran. . . . The 
cause and effect there is obvious. 

“The government of Iraq, 
operating with BNL financing and 
using a secret procurement network, 
was able to obtain assistance through 
the Export-Import Bank. This net- 
work obtained $2.15 billion in loans 
from BNL alone for militarily useful 
products. . . . In addition, BNL fi- 

the continuing solvency of our coun- 
try, our system of Government, our 
economic and financial independence. 
It is under great threat, and it pains me 
to be a person who has raised his voice 
every one of these 30 years to a silent 
chamber, but it is on the record. ” [H: 
Remember that I said at onset of the 
writing that the speech was given to 
an empty House. Also do not lose 
top note that thii is the Chairman of 

even more evidence of incompetence 
and corruption in your government 
and banking system so that you can 
confirm that which I have given to 
you. We’ll ,back them up with hard- 
copy when we can do so without 
scrubbing new information. 

OK, are you all set to go on now? 
If you think that one was good (or bad) 
wait until you chew up this next one. 

Please see GONZALEZ, next page 
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Let me quote one Editor’s comments 
on the upcoming information: 

This information will come at 
you like machine gun bullets. In 
fact, without Rep. Gonzalez’ re- 
marks to validate theforeign iqjlu- 
ence in our nation ‘s banking mess, 
I wouldn ‘t run the following essay 
because, by itself, it’s almost im- 
possible to believe. So (f you 
haven ‘t read the previous article, 
don ‘r even bother trying to read 
this one. However, if you’ve al- 
ready read Rep. Gonzalez’ re- 
marks, go ahead and try rhis one, 
too. It is challe&ing reading. 
This Editor in point has reorga- 

nized the original work in order to 
effort at clarification of the original 
author’s intent. The Editor admits his 
guessing may be incorrect so we will 
look at it closely and see if it can go as 
is. It MUST be shared and it came 
anonymously and therefore was im- 
possible to clear the content’s intent 
with the author first hand. 

Because conspiracy theories run 
the whole spectrum from incredible in 
false projection to the other extreme of 
blaming segments and groups such as 
Jews, Blacks, Japanese, and even space 
aliens, for the intended overthrow of 
the government, we shall look at facts 
herein. 

I find it rather fun because I have 
already printed this information for 
you as it comes directly from informa- 
tion and is based directly on an ex- 
traordinary, 607-page documen t--Sen- 
ate Report No, 93-549. I suggest you 
effort to get a copy for yourself for it 
will convince you of the Truth of that 
which we write and have priorly writ- 
ten. I will be utilizing some 70-odd 
references so that you can go check it 
all out. I do not intend to spoon-feed 
you more than that for I must cover the 
situation in South Africa and the in- 
credible dangerous activities in Red 
China. Furthermore, my scribe must 
be in court in trial for most of at least 
the next two weeks--Happy Easter! I 
can only remind you precious lambs 
that in the ending--GOD WINS--and 
you were never promised a “rose 
garden filled with thomless thatch”. 
The Elite are bringing the noose about 
your necks as was projected unto you 
within all prophecies and you must 
attend your actions well if you are to 
be among the remnant. God shall 
sustain in the best way for your overall 
good if you will but do your portion. 

Please remember as we go along 
that this is an essay type of document 
and therefore is the reason for all the 
references. 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

Some Dare Call It Treason 
Re: Senate Report No. 93-549 

4/9/92#3 HATONN 

Now that you have retrieved your 
breath and calmed your soul (but not 
gone back to sleep, please,) let us 
continue: 

The United States went “bank- 
rupt” in 1933 and was declared so by 
President Roosevelt by Executive 
Orders 6073, 6102,6111, and 6260,’ 
under the “Trading With The Enemy 
Act” of the Sixty-Fifth Congress.* 

The several states of the Union 
then pledged the faith and credit thereof 
to the aid of theNational Government, 
and formed numerous socialist com- 
mittees, such as the “Council of State 
Governments”3 and “Social Security 
Administration” to purportedly deal 
with the economic “emergency”. 

These organizations operated 
under the “Declaration of INTER- 
dependence” (emph. added) of Jan- 
uary 22, 1937, published in the 1937 
edition of The Bookofthe States. This 
book openly declared that the people 
engaged in such activities as Farming/ 
Husbandry Industry had been reduced 
to mere feudal “Tenants” on their 
land.4 This was compounded by such 
activities as price fixing of wheat and 
grains(7U.S.C.A. 1332),quotaregu- 
lations (7 U.S.C.A. 1371), and live- 
stockproductioncontrols(7U.S.C.A. 
1903), which have held agriculture 
prices consistently below the costs of 
production, interest on loans, and in- 
flation of paper “Bills of Credit”. 
These acts have left the food produc- 
ers in a state of peonage and involun- 
tary servitude, and constitute the tak- 
ing of private property for the benefit 
and use of the public, without just 
compensation. 

During the Second World War 
the “League of Nations” was reinsti- 
tuted under the pretense of the ‘ ‘United 
Nations*’ and the “Bretton Woods 
Agreement”.’ The United States came 
out of World War II as a corporate 
body politic (a fiction) and in such bad 
economic condition that in 1950 it 
declared Bankruptcy [again] and ‘ ‘Re- 
organization”. That “Reorganiza- 
tion” is described in Title 5 of the 
United States Codes Annotated 
(U.S.C.A.). The “explanation” at 

the beginning of 5 U.S.C.A. notes 
that the ‘ ‘Secretary of Treasury” was 
appointed as “Receiver” in the Bank- 
ruptcy.6 

CONGRESS SHALL HAVE 
THE POWER 

Congress alone was given the 
Power and Authority to coin money 
and to regulate and maintain the true 
and inherent “value” of the Coin by 
the ordained U.S. Constitution,7 and 
is likewise obligated to maintain said 
gold and silver Coin and foreign Coin 
according to the “equal weights and 
measure” clause.8 Nevertheless, the 
government ignored the Constitution 
and the warnings in the Federalist 
Papers,9 and passed the ‘ ‘Coinage Act 
of 1965” which completely debased 
the Constitutional Coin (gold and sil- 
ver, i.e., the true “D~llar”).~~ 

At the signing of the Coinage 
Act, Lyndon B. Johnson stated in his 
Press release that: 

“When I have signed this bill 
before me, we will have made the first 
fundamental change in our coinage in 
173 years. The Coinage Act of 1965 
supersedes the Act of 1792. And that 
Act had the title: An Act Establishing 
a Mint and Regulating the Coinage of 
the United States.. . . ” 

“Now I will sign this bill to 
make the first change in our coinage 
system since the 18th Century. To 
those members of Congress, who are 
here on this historic occasion, I want 
to assure you that in making this 
change from the 18th Century we have 
no idea of returning to it.” 

Note that NO constitutional 
Amendment was obtained to change, 
amend, abridge, or abolish the Consti- 
tutional mandates concerning the coin- 
age of money. However, due to the 
internal and external diversions sur- 
rounding the Viet Nam War, the usur- 
pation and breach went basically 
unchallenged and unnoticed by the 
general public, who were thereby re- 
duced to “a wealthy man’s cannon 
fodder or cheap source of slave la- 
bor”. I1 

Those exercising the offices of 
the several States, knew “De -Facto 

Transitions” like the “Coinage Act of 
1965” were unlawful and unconstitu- 
tional, but nevertheless sanctioned, 
implemented, and enforced the com- 
plete debauchment of the money and 
the consequent “governmental, so- 
cial, industrial economic change” in 
the “De Jure” States and in the United 
States of America. **s’~ 

Congress then passed the ‘ ‘Fed- 
eral Tax Lien Act of 1966”, which 
placed the entire taxing and monetary 
system (the “Essential Engine” of 
our government)14 under the Uniform 
Commercial Code (U.C.C.),” The 
U.C.C. was promulgated by the Na- 
tional Conference of Commissioners 
on Uniform State Laws in collusion 
with the American Law Institute for 
the “banking and business interests”. I6 

Over the years, the United 
States engaged in numerous conflicts 
(Korea, Viet Nam) under the direction 
of the United Nations*7 and agreed to 
foot the bill for these U.N. conflicts. 
However, the Federal govern men t was 
unable to honor its obligations and 
rehypothecated debt credit, and there- 
fore openly and publicly dishonored 
and disavowed its “Notes” and “ob- 
ligations”,‘* (i.e., “Federal Reserve 
Notes”) through Section 2 of Public 
Law 90269,82 Stat. 50 (1968)) which 
reads: 

“The first sentence of Section 
15 of the Federal Reserve Act (12 
U.S.C. 391) is amended by striking 
‘and the funds provided in this Act for 
the redemption of Federal Reserve 
notes’. ’ ’ 

NIXON DECLARES EMER- 
GENCY 

Things grew worse and on 
March 28, 1970, President Nixon 
issued Proclamation No. 3972, de- 
claring an ‘ ‘Emergency” because the 
Postal Employees struck against the 
de facto government for higher pay, 
due to inflation of the paper “Bills of 
Credit”. l9 (Nixon also placed the 
U . S . Postal Department under control 
of the Department of Defense.)*’ 

The system faltered for a de- 
cade, but the bench mark date of the 

1 ‘lease see TREASON. next yuge 
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collapse is August 15, 1971. On this 
day, President Nixon reversed U. S . 
international monetary policy by offi- 
cially declaring the non-convertibility 
of the U.S. dollar (Federal Reserve 
Note) into gold.21 

On September 2 1, 1973, Con- 
gress passed Public Law 93-l 10, 
amending the Bretton Woods “Par 
Value Modification Act” (82 Stat. 
116, 31 U.S.C.A. 449), and reiter- 
ated the “Emergency” in 12 United 
States Code annotated 95a.22 

On. January 19, 1976, Rep. 
Marjorie S. Holt noted for the record, 
a second “Declaration of 
INTERdependence” and clearly iden- 
tified the United Nations as a “Com- 
munist” organization that was seek- 
ing both production and monetary 
control over the United States through 
International Organizations that pro- 
moted the “One World Order”.13 [H: 
Is everybody still with me or do you 
continue to think this is just Satanic 
hogwash? Your very survival and 
existence depends on your coming 
into KNOWING of this Truth so I 
suggest you not take it lightly in 
your jesting and game-playing and 
yellow-ribbon wagging--YOU ARE 
IN DEEP TROUBLE!] 

EVERY JUDGE FOR HIMSELF 

On February 11, 1976, forty- 
four Federal Judges filed the Com- 
plaint/Petition, Atkins et al. vs. U.S. 
in the U.S. Court of Claims, Docket 
No. 4 l-76. This suit noted our socio- 
economic decline and complained that: 

“As a result of inflation, the 
compensation of federal judges has 
been substantially diminished each year 
since 1969, causing direct, and con- 
tinuing monetary harm to plaintiffs 
. . . . the real value of the dollar de- 
creased by approximately 34.5 per- 
cent from March 15, 1969 to October 
1, 1975 . . . . As a result, plaintiffs have 
suffered an unconstitutional depriva- 
tion of earnings: ’ ’ In their prayer for 
relief, they claimed “damages for the 
Constitutional violations enumerated 
above, measured as the diminution of 
their earnings for the entire period 
since March 9, 1969.” 

These federal judges held and 
enjoyed Officesof Public Trust, Honor 
and Profit and obviously knew of the 
emergency financial problem of the 
nation. However, thev sought nrotec- 
tion for themselves only. They inten- 
tionally ignored the monetary damage 
and injury to the People and Children 

of this Nation, and classified them as 
“a club that has many other mem- 
bers” who “have no remedy”. 

Worse, knowing that “hei- 
nous” acts had been committed, these 
“honorable” federal judges stated that 
they would not apply the Law nor any 
substantive remedy “until all of us 
judges) are dead’ ’ . 

This promise violates Cohen 
vs. Virginia (1821), which declared 
that the Courts, “have no more right 
to decline the exercise of jurisdiction 
which is given, than to usurp that 
which is not given. The one or the 
other would be Treason to the Consti- 
tution. ’ q4 

Despite their Oath to uphold, 
defend, .and preserve the sovereignty 
of the Nation and the several Repub- 
lican States of the Union, those Fed- 
eral judges breached their Duty to 
protect the People/Citizens and their 
Posterity from fraud, imposition, ava- 
rice, and stealthy encroachment.25 

The destruction of our finan- 
cial system continued with Public Law 
94-564 which states: “Moving to a 
floating exchange rate for international 
commerce means private enterprise 
and not central governments bear the 
risk of currency fluctuations.“26 

EMERGENCY! ! , . .?? 

The government’s contrived 
“Emergency” created numerous 
abuses, usurpations, and abridgments 
of delegated Powers and Authority. 
As stated in Senate Report 93-549: 

“These proclamations give 
force to 470 provisions of Federal 
law. These hundreds of statutes del- 
egate to the President extraordinary 
powers, ordinarily exercised by the 
Congress, which affect the lives of 
American citizens in a host of all- 
encompassing manners. This vast 
range of powers, taken together, con- 
fer enough authority to rule the coun- 
try without reference to normal consti- 
tutional process. ’ ’ 

“Under the powers delegated 
by these statutes, the President may: 
seize property; organize and con; 
trol the means of production; seize 
commodities; assign military forces 
abroad; institute martial law; seize 
and control all transportation and 
communication; regulate the opera- 
tion of private enterprise; restrict 
travel; and in a plethora of particu- 
lar ways, control the lives of all 
American citizens. ’ ‘40 

In Federal and State Tribunals, 
we sometimes hear statements that 
Constitutional arguments are “imma- 

terial”, or “frivolous”. These state- 
ments are based on the concealment, 
furtherance, and compounding of the 
Frauds and “Emergency’ ’ created and 
sustained by the “Expatriated”43 
ALIENS of the United Nations and its 
various associated organizations.” 

Recognizing the “Supremacy 
Clause” and “Separation of Pow- - 
ers”, Senate Report No. 93-549 con- 
cedes that abridgment of our Constitu- 
tional rights and freedoms has oc- 
curred: “A majority of the people of 
the United States have lived all of their 
lives under emergency rule. For 40 
years, freedoms and governmental 
procedures guaranteed by the Consti- 
tution have in varying degrees been 
abridged by laws brought into force by 
states of national emergency.. . ’ ‘41 

Acts committed under fraud, 
force, and seizures are many times 
done under “Letter of Marque and 
Reprisal” (i.e., “recapture”).37 How- 
ever, according to 16 American 
.Iurispnzdence42no “emeflencv” ius- 
tifies a violation of any Constitutional 
provision. [IMPORTANT!!] 

Honor is earned by honesty 
and integrity, not under false and 
fraudulent pretenses. Such principles 
as “Fraud and Justice never dwell 
together”38 and “A right of action 
cannot arise out of fraud,“39 are borne 
out in U.S. vs T?trockmorton, 98 US 
61, pg 65, which reads, “Fraud viti- 
ates the most solemn contracts, docu- 
ments and even judgments.” 

INTERNATIONAL CONTROL 

Congress held numerous de- 
bates concerning the International Fi- 
nancial Institutions and their op- 
erations. For example, Rep, Ron Paul 
(former Chairman of the House Bank- 
ing Committee), made repeated refer- 
ences to the true practices of “Intema- 
tional” financial institutions, includ- 
ing the conversion of 27,000,OOO in 
gold [H:(27 million what? Dollars? 
Ounces?) Do you see a bit of subter- 
fuge herein?], contributed by the 
United States as part of its “quota 
obligations” [H: From here on in 
you will find this very type of implic- 
itness registered over and over and 
over again so that “they” interpret 
the laws ANY WAY THEY PLEASE 
AND YOU ARE S.TUCK WITH IT 
AS THERE WILL BE NO DE 
FENSE FOR ONLY THEY CAN 
INTERPRET THE LAWS NOW 
COME FORTH.], which the Gover- 
nor-Secretary of Treasury of the Inter- 
national Monetary Fund (IMF) sold 
under some very questionable terms 
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and concessions.27 
On October 28,1977, the pas- 

sage of Public Law 95-147, 91 Stat. 
1227, declared most banking institu- 
tions, including State banks, to be 
under direction and control of the 
corporate “Governor” of the Intema- 
tional Monetary Fund.28 This Act 
further declared that: 

“(2) Section 10(a) of the Gold 
Reserve Act of 1934 (31 U.S.C. 
822a(b) is amended by striking out the 
phrase ‘stabilizing the exchange value 
of the dollar’. . . ” 

“(c) The joint resolution en- 
titled ‘Joint resolution to assure uni- 
form value to the coins and currencies 
of the United States’, approved June 
5,1933 (31 U.S.C. 463) SHALL NOT 
APPLY TO OBLIGATIONS ISSUED 
ON OR AFTER THE DATE OF EN- 
ACTMENT OF THIS SECTION.” 
(Emph. added.) 

Thus, the United States as 
“Corporator”29 and “State”)’ had 
declared ‘ ‘Insolvency’ ’ .31 A per- 
manent state of “Emergency” was 
instituted within the Union through 
the contrivances, fraud and avarice of 
the International Financial Institutions, 
Organizations, Corporations, and 
Associations, including their “fiscal 
and depository agent”, the Federal 
Reserve.32 This led to “Emergency” 
legislation likethe “Public Debt Limit- 
Balanced Budget And Emergency 
Deficit Control Act of 1985”.33 

By becoming a ‘ ‘corporator ’ ’ , 
the government lays down its sover- 
eignty and takes on that of a private 
citizen.34 It can exercise no power 
which is not derived from the corpo- 
rate charter. 35 The real party in inter- 
est is not the de jure United States of 
America, but “The Bank” and “the 
Fund”.j6 [H: This, of course, refers 
to the World Bank and the Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund which we 
refer to as the IMF and where, says 
Bush, will come all the guaranteed 
loans (by you-the-people) to the 
Soviets, etc. Everyone can get some 
of that money except you-the-people 
and you just continue to pay and 
pay on the debt of interest created 
from those delightful “humanitar- 
ian” notes. Do you see how simple 
it is to come up with money if you 
are among the Elite and can use a 
little blackmail?] 

FOREIGN AGENTS? 

The Internal Revenue Service 
entered into a “service agreement” 
with the U.S. Treasury Departme@ 

Please see TREA,‘?ON. next page 
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TREASON, cont. from previous page upon the American people, monetary 

and the Agency For International control by the Internationalists through 

Development (AID).46 AID is an information solicited and collected by 

International paramilitary operation 45 the Internal Revenue Service,52 and 

[H: I just wroteall about that within identifies who is operating and en- 

the past few days so I won’t extend forcing the seditious International pro- 

that here.] which is responsible for gramas 
such activities as “Assumption of full Treasury Delegcstion Order No. 

or partial executive, legislative, and 92 states that the IRS is trained under 

judicial authority over a country or direction of the U.N.‘s Division of 

area”.48 [H: I suggest you get the “Human Resources” and the Com- 

current writing regarding the CIA missioner (International), trained by 

because this is ALL ENTANGLED.] the obscure “Office of Personnel 
The 1985 Edition of ,the De- Management”. However, Executive 

parrment of Army Field Munual FM Order No. 10422 states that the “Of- 

41-10 describes the International fice of Personnel Management” is 

“Civil Affairs” operations. At page under the direction of the Secretary 

3-6, it is admitted that the AID is General of the United Nations.‘O 

under direction of the International 
Development Cooperation Agency, IRS: FOREIGN AGENT? 

and at page 3-8 that the operation is 
“paramilitary”. According to the The IRS is also an agency of 

Senate Report No. 93-549 (pg 186), the International Criminal Police Or- 

the International Organization’s in- ganization, and solicits and collects 

tents and purposes are to promote, information for 150 Foreign Pow- 

implement, and enforce a “dictator- ers* ” Further, the “Memorandum & 

shin over finance in the United Agreement” between the Secretary of 

States”. (Emph. added.) the Treasury/Corporate Governor of 

The intents, purposes, and ac- ‘ ‘The [International Monetary] Fund” 

tivities of the International Orga- and “The [World] Bank” and the 

nization include complete control of Office of the U.S. Attorney General 

“Public Finance”, i.e., the “control, indicates that the Attorney General 

supervision, and audit of indigenous and his associates are also soliciting 

fiscal resources; budget practices, taxa- and collecting information for For- 

tion, expenditures of public funds, eign PrincipaIs.72 

currency issues, and banking agencies Note that an Attorney or Kep- 

and affiliates”. 5o This complies with resentative is required to file a “For- 

“Silent Weapons For Quiet War”51 eign Agents Registration Statement” 

which discloses a declaration of war if he represents the interests of a 
Foreign Principal or Power.s4 Docu- 
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mentary evidence suggests that IRS 
Agents are “Agents of a Foreign 
Principal” within the meaning and 
intent of the “Foreign Agents Regis- 
tration Act of 1938”. They are di- 
rected and controlled by the corporate 
“Governor” of “The [International 
Monetary] Fund” (aka “Secretary of 
Treasury”),55 and thecorporate “Gov- 
ernor” of “The [World] Bank”56. 
Further, they act as “information- 
service employees”,” who “solicit, 
collect, disburse or dispense contribu- 
tions (Tax: a pecuniary contribution, 
Blacks Law Dictionary, 5th Edition), 
loans, money, or other things of value 
for or in interest of such foreign princi- 
Pals89 and they entered into agree- 
ments with a Foreign Principal (the 
‘ ‘Agency for International Devel- 
opment”) pursuant to Treasury Del- 
egation Order NO. 91. ” 

Congress has also acted as for- 
eign agents in that it has appropriated, 
transferred, and converted vast sums 
to Foreign Powers6’, and has entered 
into numerous Foreign Taxing Trea- 

ties (conventions)“l and other Agree- 
ments, which are solicited and col- 
lected pursuant to 26 Internal Revenue 
Code 1603(k) (4). Massive appropria- 
tions of rehypothecated debt credit 
were also made for the general welfare 
and common defense of other Foreign 
Powers, including Communist coun- 
tries and satellites, and to support the 
International control of natural and 
human resources.62 (A “Resource” is 
a claim of “property” and when re- 
lated to peopleconstitutes “slavery”.) 
Such restrictions as “For the general 
welfare and common defense of the 
United States ’ e3 are ignored, and 
thereby contribute to the insolvent 
natureof thecontinual “emergency”, 
with socioeconomic repercussions laid 
upon present and future generations. 

In theory, military force can- 
not be legally imposed in civil affairs 
without authority to act. That author- 
ity can be missing for several reasons, 
such as the absence of a Foreign 
Agents Registration Statement,64 or 
Article 2, Section 7 of the United 
Nations Charter which prohibits the 
U.N. from “intervening in matters 
which are essentially within the do- 
mestic jurisdiction of any state...” 
However, Korea, Viet Nam, Kuwait, 
etc., are ample evidence of the United 
Nations’ willingness to violate its own 
rules and invade foreign nations. Such 
is the “Rule of Law” as practiced by 
the United Nations; such is Commu- 
nist terrorism, despotism, and tyr- 
anny. All were and are outlawed here 
by our ordained and established Con- 
stitution (1787). 

NEWSTATES OF AMERICA 

Ok, here we go again--so pay 
attention as it is run past you once 
more! I can only salute this Patriot 
who daringly got this information to 
me. I can do no more than print it-“-but 
know that I understand AND I HAVE 
IT AND NO ONE IN MY SERVICE 
KNOWSSO YOU ARE SECURE 
and blessings be unto you until Truth 
can find safety for its servants. 

OnJanuary 17,1980, thePresi- 
dent and Senate confirmed another 
“Constitution”, namely, the “Con- 
stitution Of The United Nations In- 
dustrial Development Organization” 
found at Senate Treaty Document No. 
97-19, 97th Congress, 1 st Session. A 
perusal of this Foreign Constitution 
exposes the Internationalist’s intents. 
The Preamble, A#icle 1 (“Objec- 
tives”), and Article 2 (‘ ‘functions”), 
clearly show their intent to direct, 
control finance and subsidizeall ‘ ‘natu- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

ral and human resources” and “agro- 
related as well as basic industries’*, 
through “dynamic social and eco- 
nomic changes.. . . . with a view to as- 
sisting in the establishment of a new 
international economic order. ’ ’ In the 
Preamble, an unelected, un- 
representative, unaccountable oli- 
garchy of expatriates and aliens, 
fraudulently claim that they intend to 
establish “rational and equitable in- 
ternational economic relations”. 
However, this is pure misrepresen- 
tation, deceit, and fraud since they 
also openly declared that they no longer 
‘ ‘stabilize the value of the dollar’ ’ nor 
“assure the value of the coin and 
currency of the United States”.” 

According to THE EMERG- 
ING CONSTITUTION by Rexford 
G. Tugwell, the Constitution For The 
Newstates Of America was ac- 
complished under the auspices of the 
Rockefeller tax-exempt foundation 
called the “Center for the Study of 
Democratic Institutions”.74 [H: Ah, 
they do like to use labels which 
delude you into believing they are 
“saviors” come to bring you home 
safely! The Evil Adversary Ring of 
Deceit also comes calling himself the 
Prince of Light and the Bright Morn- 
ing Star, BEWARE!] 

Don’t be fooled by labels like 
“Democratic”. The people and Ci ti- 
zens of this Nation were forewarned 
that “Democracies have ever been the 
spectacles of turbulence and conten- 
tion; have ever been found incompat- 
ible with personal security or the rights 
of property, and have in general been 
as short in their lives as they have been 
violent in their deaths.“7’ 

In any case, this alien 
“newstates constitution” has little to 
do with “democracy’‘--it is merely 
the foundation for a despotic, tyranni- 
cal oligarchy. For example, in Article 
I (“rights and Responsibilities”) of 
the “newstates constitution”, Sec- 
tions 1 and 15 evidence the authors’ 
knowledge of the “emergency”. The 
Rights of expression, communication, 
movement, assembly, petition, and 
Habeas Colpus ARE ALL ELIM- 
INATEDDURINGA “DECLARED 
EMERGENCY”. m: Ready? For 
they are aimed and firing--NOW!] 

The “newstates constitution” 
openly declares among other seditious 
acts that “Until each indicated change 
in the government shall have been 
completed the provisions of the exist- 
ing Constitution and the organs of 
government shall be in effect,“76 and, 
“All operations of the national gov- 

Please see TREASON, next page 
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TREASON, cont. from previous page emies; declared War on us and our forthe United States ofAmerica (1787), States or where world uniformity would 

emment shall cease as they a& re- 
Posterity; destroyed untold families; Amendment V, is in order. [H: In be desirable.” See 1990191 Refer- 

placed by those authorized under this 
afflicted widows and orphans; turned order, indeed, but allowable?, I ence Book, National Council of Com- 

Constitution.“77 
Sodomites loose amongst our young; doubt it! They have passed every missioners on Uniform State Laws, 

The “newstates constitution” 
implemented foreign laws, rules, regu- other dastardly deed upon you in- pg. 2) This is apparently what Robert 

inc1udes no mention Of tria1 by jury, 
lations, and procedures within the eluding all-out war under no decla- Bork meant when he wrote “we care 

“Just” compensation, or the right to 
body of the country; incited insurrec- ration of war and you only bowed governed not by law and elected rep- 

being informed of the “Nature & 
tions, rebellion, sedition, and anarchy and waved your yellow ribbons and resentatives by an unelected, 

Cause of this Accusation”. In sum, 
within the de jure society; illegally desecrated the very symbol of free- unrepresentative, unaccountablecom- 

this ‘ ‘newstates constitution” is but a 
entered our Land; taken false Oaths; dom in your FLAG of holy mean- mittee of lawyers applying no will but 
entered into Seditious Foreign Con- ing. You actually passed United their own.” (The Tempting of 

reiteration of the Communist Doc- 
trines, intents and purposes, and clearly 

stitutions, Agreements, Pactions, Nations flags out to your school America, Robert Bork, pg. 130) 

establishes a Police Power State, un- 
Confederations, and Alliances; ar- children and thereby denounced 4 Book OfThe States, 1937, pg. 1551 

der direction and control of a self- 
bitrarily dismissed and held mock tri- your own nation under God and 5 60 Stat. 1401 

appointed oligarchy. 
als for those who trespassed upon our handed it in total unto the Foreign 6 Reorganization Plan No. 26, 5 
Lives, Liberties, Properties, and Fami- Aliens. Aliens from Space your U.S.C.A. 903, Public Law 94-564, 

ENEMIES. FOREIGN and DO- 
lies; endangered our Peace, Safety, problem? Oh, I do suggest you && legislative History, pg. 5967 

MESTIC 
Welfare, and Dignity; and under the ayain!] Numerous High Crimes and 7 U.S. Constitution, Article I, Sec- 
pretense of an “emergency” (which Misdemeanors have been committed tion 8, Clauses 5 & 6, and Article I, 
thev themselves created), promoted, under the Constitution For the United Section 10, Clause 1, 

It appears that the “Treason- furlher& 
and “Seditious” elements of 

and brought forth swarms 
of bureau&a&. foreipn agents. double 

States of America, and Laws mad& in 8 See also: Bible, Deuteronomy, Ch. 
ous” Pursuance thereof, and under the Con- 25, verses 13- 16; Public Law 97-289, 
our government are brewing up a 

-----I ~~~ w v 
stitution forthestaieof ALLSTATES, 

storm of untold magnitude. 
agents, frauds, cheats, and swindlers 

As “p- toeat out the substanceof thegood and and the Laws made in Pursuance 
port, consider President Bush’s public 
address of Sept. 11, 199165 where he 

productive people of our society. The thereof, and against’ the Peace and 

admitted “Interdependence” .66 Other 
damage, injury and cost have been Dignity of the People, including but 

authorities have admitted (along with 
higher than mere money can repay. not limited to C. R. S. 18-12-203 (which 
They have done what they were corn- 

Please see TREASON, next page 

him) “One World Order”,67 affili- mand& by law NOT to do The time 
defines and prescribes punishment for 
“Seditious Associations” and is also 

ation and collusion with the Soviet for just correction is NOW! [H: OR 
Union Oligarchy,68 and direction by NEVER!!] 

applicable to the other constitutions, 

the United Nations.69 
and the intents and professed purposes 

It is now necessary to ask which 
of their Organizations, Corporations, 

“Constitution” our government is 
A PRESENTMENT OF TREA- and Associations). 

operating under. There is evidence of 
SON AND SEDITION I could go on but the story is 

the fact that the taxing and monetary 
long! I hope this information and 

system--the “essential engine” of our 
Fortunately, in our Land it is research is of assistance to you. Much 

government as established by the U.S. 
necessary to seek, obtain, and present remains to be uncovered and dis- 

Constitution (I 787) and under the 
EVIDENCE to sustain a conviction closed, as it is necessary and im- 

“Bill of Rights ’ ’ (I 791)--HAS BEEN 
and/or judgment. Unfortunately, the perative to secure the Lives, Liberties, 

OVERTHROWN! It is apparent that 
covert procedures used to implement Property, Peace, and Dignity of the 

the present operation of our defacto 
and enforce these Foreign Constitu- People and our Posterity. Good hunt- 

government is under Foreign/Alien 
tions, Laws, Procedures, Rules, Regu- ing, and the Good Lord be with you in 

Constitutions, Laws, Rules, and Regu- 
lations, etc., have not, to my knowl- all your endeavors. 

lations. 
edge, been collects and assimilated, 

nor presented as evidence to establish GOD BLESS! 
Our patience and tolerance for 

those who pervert the necessary and 
seditious collusion 

PLEASE APPEND THE 
basic foundations of our society have 

Information on the de facto 
Federal and International chartered REFERENCES HEREIN: 

been misguided and detrimental to our 
nation. While we have watched pa- 

“institutions’, , their Officers, Em- 

tiently, they have fundamentally 
ployees, Servants, Agents, and Rep- 1 Senate Report 93-549, pgs 187, 

changed the form and substance of our 
resentatives, must be gathered, veri- 5941 

Republican form of Government and 
fied, and turned over to a Court of 2 65th Congress, Sess. I Chs. 105, 

exhibited a willful and wanton disre- 
Law for prosecution, trial, and judg- 106, Oct. 6, 1917; as codified at 12 

gard for the Rights, Safety, and Prop- 
ment according to Law. (See: Pope United States Codes Annotated 95a. 

3 Note: TheCouncilofStateGovem- 
erty of others. While we have merely 

Mfg. Co. vs Gorrnully, 144 U.S. 414, 

watched, they have evinced a despotic 
PG 419; ALSO, 22 u.s.c.a. 2866.) ments has been absorbed into other 

design to reduce my people to slavery, 
[H: And good luck--for the courts organizations such as the “National 
no longer recognize Constitutional Conference of Commissioner on Uni- 

peonage, and involuntary se*itude~ Law and, depending on the presid- form State Laws”, headquartered at 
under a fraudulent, tyrannical, sedi- 
tious foreign oligarchy, with intent 

ing judge, you are apt to simply be 676 N. St. Clair St, Ste 1700, Chi- 

and purpose to institute, erect, and 
denied any type of hearing on the cage, Ill., 60611. The members of 

form a “Dictatorship” over the Citi- 
matter and if so, it will NOT BE this Conference are also members of 

zens and our Posterity . 
ACCORDING TO CONSTITU- the bar, and have lobbied for, passed, 

While we stood by, they have 
TIONAL RULES OF JUSTICE.] adjudicated, and order the implemen- 

destroyed the Livelihood and Lives of 
Sincere consideration of a ‘ ‘Pre- tation and execution of their purported 

thousands; aided and abetted our en- 
sentment” of Treason and Sedition to statutory provision, to “help imple- 
a Grand Jury under the Constitution ment international treaties of the United 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR 
LI[E 

THE HOLOCAUST. VOL. I 
By Gyeorgos Ceres 

Hatonn...$lO.OO 
betails aregiven regarding the facts 
f the Holocaust; the history and 
ackground of the “Jews”; why 
srael receives reparations paid to 
er due to the “Holocaust”; why 
nillions of “Jews” receive 5,000 
;errnan marks annually for “dam- 
ges” . Plus current events about 
lur economy, the Anti-Defama- 
ion League, the Torah, and the 
‘almud. 
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THE HOLOCAUST, VOL. II 
By Gyeorgos Ceres 

Hatonn...$lO.OO 
In this journal we are given addi- 
:ional important information about 
how and why the Holocaust is a 
massive deception against all hu- 
mans on planet earth, either di- 
rectly or indirectly. Details about 
phoney pictures, phoney numbers, 
phoney gas chambers, etc., are in- 
cluded. 
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9 “Madison’sNotes”, Constitutional 
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Papers No. 44 
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Marigold, 50 U.S. 560, 13 L.Ed. 
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12 Public Law 94-564, Legislative 
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314; 31 U.S.C.A. 321; 31 U.S.C.A 
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14 Federalist Papers No. 31 
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17 22 U.S.C.A. 287d. 
18 12 U.S.C.A. 411 
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islative History, pg 5937; Senate Re- 
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History, pg. 5944 
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29 22 U.S.C.A 286e, et seq. 
30 C.R.S. 24-60-1301(h) 
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32 22 U.S.C.A. 286d 
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CIA--The Clandestine 
Mentality Headquarters 

413192 #2 HATONN 

The headquarters building, 
located on a partially wooded 125- 
acre tract eight miles from downtown 
Washington, isa modernistic fortress- 
like structure. Until the spring of 
1973 one of the two roads leading into 
the secluded compound was totally 
unmarked, and the other featured a 
sign identifying the installation as the 
Bureau of Public Roads, which main- 
tains the Fairbanks Highway Research 
Station adjacent to the agency. 

Until 1961 the CIA had been 
located in a score of buildings scat- 
tered all over Washington. One of the 
principal justifications for the $46 
million headquarters in the suburbs 
was that considerable expense would 
be saved by moving all employees 
under one roof. But in keeping with 
the best-laid bureaucratic plans, the 
headquarters building from the day it 
was completed, proved too small for 
all the CIA’s Washington activities. 
The agency never vacated some of its 
old headquarters buildings hidden 
behind a naval medical facility on 
23rd Street Northwest in Washington, 
and its National Photo Interpretations 
Center shares part of the navy’s facili- 
ties in Southeast Washington. Other 
large CIA offices located downtown 
include the Domestic Operations Di- 

vision, on Pennsylvania Avenue near 
the White House. 

And in Washington’s Virginia 
suburbs there are even more CIA 
buildings outside the headquarters 
complex. An agency training facility 
is located in the Broyhill Building in 
Arlington, and the CIA occupies con- 
siderable other office space in that 
county’s Rosslyn section. Also at 
least half a dozen CIA components are 
located in the Tyson’s Comer area of 
northern Virginia, which has become 
something of a mini-intelligence com- 
munity for technical work due to the 
presence there of numerous electron- 
ics and research companies that do 
work for the agency and the Pentagon. 

The rapid expansion of CIA 
office space in the last ten years did not 
happen as a result of any appreciable 
increase in personnel. Rather, the 
technological explosion, coupled with 
inevitable bureaucratic lust for new 
frontiers, has been the cause. As 
Director, Richard Helms paid little 
attention to the diffusion of his agency 
until one day in 1968 when a CIA 
official mentioned to him that still one 
more technical component was mov- 
ing to Tyson’s Comer. For some 
reason this aroused Helms’ ire, and he 
ordered a study prepared to find out 
just how much of the agency was 

Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA, cont. from previous page The CIA’s “supergrades” (ci- ficial Washington of WASP power, or a large extent, discredited in the tradi- 

located outside of headquarters. The 
vilian equivalents of generals) have at least the slowest to adopt the prin- tional Eastern schools and colleges. 

completed report told him what most 
their own private dining room in the ciple of equal opportunity. And, consequently the CIA has been 

Washington-area real-estate agents 
executive suite, however. There they forced to alter its recruiting base. No 

already knew, that a substantial per- 
are provided higher-quality food at CFR: SOURCE FOR longer do Harvard,. Yale, Princeton, 

centage of CIA employees had va- 
lower prices than in the cafeteria, “FRONTS ” and a few other Eastern schools pro- 

cated the building originally justified 
served on fine china with fresh linens vide the bulk of the agency’s profes- 

to Congress as necessary to put all 
by black waiters in immaculate white It was no accident that sional recruits, or even a substantial 

personnel under one roof. Helms 
coats. These waiters and theexecutive former Clandestine Services chief number. 

decreed that all future moves would 
cooks are regular CIA employees, in Richard Bissell (Groton, Yale, A.B., For the most part, Ivy 

require his personal approval, but his 
contrast to the cafeteria personnel, Ph.D., London School ofEconomics, Leaguers do not want to join the 

action slowed the exodus only tempo- 
who work for a contractor. On several A. B.) was talking to a Council on agency, and the CIA now does its most 

rarily . 
occasions the Office of Management Foreign Relations discussion group in fruitful recruiting at the universities of 

When the CIA headquarters 
and Budget has questioned the high 1968 when he made his “confiden- middle America and in the armed 

building was being constructed during 
cost of this private dining room, but tial” speech on covert action. For the forces. While the shift unquestion- 

the late 1950’s, the subcontractor re- 
the agency has always been able to influential but private Council, corn- ably reflects increasing democratiza- 

sponsible for putting in the heating 
fend off the attacks, as it fends off posed of several hundred of the tion in American government, the 

and air-conditioning system asked the 
almost all attacks on its activities, by country’s top political, military, busi- CIA made the change not so much 

agency how many people the structure 
citing “national security” reasons as ness, and academic leaders, has long voluntarily as because it had no other 

was intended to accommodate. For 
major justification. been the CIA’s principal “constitu- choice if it wished to fill its ranks. If ,. 

*** 
security reasons, the agency refused 

ency” in the American public. When the “old boy” network cannot be 

to tell him, and he was forced to make 
Questions of social class the agency has needed prominent citi- replenished, some officials believe, it 

his own estimate based on the build- 
and snobbery have always been very zens to front for its proprietary corn- will be much more difficult to enlist 

ing’s size. The resulting heating sys- 
important in the CIA. With its roots parries or for other special assistance, the aid of American corporations and 

tem worked reasonably well, while 
in the wartime Office of Strategic it has often turned to Council mem- generally to make use of influential 

the air-conditioning was quite uneven. 
Services (the letters OSS were said, bers. Bissell knew that night in 1968 “friends” in the private and public 

After initial complaints in 1961, the 
only half-jokingly, to stand for “Oh that he could talk freely and openly sectors. 

contractor installed an individual ther- 
So Social”), the agency has long been about extremely sensitive subjects Despite the comparatively 

mostat in each office, but so many 
known for its concentration of Eastern because he was among “friends”. recent broadening of the CIA’s re- 

agency employees were continually 
Establishment, Ivy League types. His words leaked out not because of cruiting base, the agency is not now 

readjusting their thermostats that the 
Allen Dulles, a former American dip- the indiscretion of any of the partici- and has never been an equal-opportu- 

system got worse. The M&S Direc- 
lomat and Wall Street lawyer with pants, but because of student upheav- ni ty employer. The agency has one of 

torate then decreed that the thermo- 
impeccable connections and c&en- als at Harvard in 1971. the smallest percentages--if not the 

stats could no longer be used, and each 
tials, set the tone for an agency full of It may well have been the smallest--of blacks of any federal de- 

one was sealed up. However, the 
Roosevelts, Bundys, Cleveland sons of CFR members or CIA officials 

M&S experts had not considered that 
Amory’s brother Robert, and other who ransacked the office housing the 

Please see CIA. next page 

the CIA was a clandestine agency, and 
scions of America’s leading families. minutes of Bissell’s speech, and therein 

that many of its personnel had taken a 
There have been exceptions, to be lies the changing nature of the CIA 

“locks and picks” course while in 
sure, but most of the CIA’s top leaders (and the Eastern Establishment, for 

training. Most of the thermostats 
have been White, Anglo-Saxon, Prot- that matter). Over the last decade the 

were soon unlocked and back in op- 
estant, and graduates of the right East- attitudes of the young people who in 

---.f-- em schools. While changing times earlier times would have followed 

ZIONISM IS RACISM 

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
CrdllWl. 

At this point the CIA took the 
and ideas have diffused the influence their fathers or their fathers’ college 

subcontractor to court to force him to 
of the Eastern elite throughout the roommates into theCIA, have changed 

make improvements. His defense was 
government as a whole, the CIA re- drastically. With the Vietnam War as 

that he had installed the best system he 
mains perhaps the last bastion in of- a catalyst, the agency has become, to 

could without a clear indication of 
how many people would occupy the 
building. The CIA could not counter 
this reasoning and lost the decision. 

Another unusual feature of the 
CIA headquarters is thecafeteria. It is 
partitioned into’ a secret and an open 
section, the larger part being only for 
agency employees, who must show 
their badges to the armed guards be- 
fore entering, and the smaller being 
for visitors as well as people who work 
at the CIA. Although the only outsid- 
ers ever to enter the small, dismal 
section are employees of other U.S. 
government agencies, representatives 
of a few friendly governments, and 
CIA families, the partition ensures 
that no visitor will see the face of any 
clandestine operator eating lunch. 
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partment. (H: And take note of the 
fact that many of those serve in the 
dining areas and maintenance ar- 
eas. This is a White-Anglo-Saxon 
elite organization established by the 
Committee of 300 through British 
Intelligence.] The CIA’s top man- 
agement had this forcefully called to 
their attention in 1967 when a local 
civil-rights activist wrote to the agency 
to complain about minority hiring 
practices. A study was ordered at that 
time, and the CIA’s approximately 
12,000 non-clerical employees, and 
even the proportion of black secretar- 
ies, clerks, and other non-profession- 
als was considerably below that of 
most Washington-area government 
agencies. One might attribute this 
latter fact to the agency’s suburban 
location, but blacks were notably well 
represented in the guard and char 
forces. 

Top officials seemed sur- 
prised by the results of the 1967 study 
because they did not consider them- 
selves prejudiced men. They ordered 
increased efforts to hire more blacks, 
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but these were not particularly suc- 
cessful. Young black college gradu- 
ates in recent years have*shied away 
from joining the agency, some on 
political grounds and others because 
of the more promising opportunities 
available in the private sector. Further- 
more, the CIA recruiting system could 
not easily be changed to bring in 
minorities. Most of the “spotting” of 
potential employees is done by indi- 
vidual college professors who are ei- 
ther friends or consultants of the 
agency, and they are located on pre- 
dominantly white campuses where each 
year they hand-pick a few carefully 
selected students for the CIA. 

The paucity of minority 
groups in the CIA goes well beyond 
blacks, however. In 1964 theagency’s 
Inspector General did a routine study 
of the Office of National Estimates 
(ONE). The Inspector found no black, 
Jewish, or women professionals, and 
only a few Catholics, ONE immedi- 
ately took steps to bring in minorities. 
One woman professional was hired on 
a probationary basis, and one black 
secretary ‘was brought in. When the 
professional had finished her proba- 
tion, she was encouraged to find work 
elsewhere, and the black secretary 
was given duties away from the main 
ONE offices--out of sight in the repro- 
duction center. ONE did bend some- 
what by hiring a few Jews and some 
additional Catholics. 

There are extremely few 
women in high-ranking positions in 
the CIA but, of course, the agency 
does employ women as secretaries and 
for other non-professional duties. As 
is true with .all large organizations, 
there is a high turnover in these jobs, 
and the agency each year hires a 
thousand or more new applicants. In 
a search for suitable candidates, from 
the mostly white small towns and 
cities of Virginia and the neighboring 
states, Maryland, West Virginia, and 
Pennsylvania. Washington, with its 
overwhelming black majority, sup- 
plies comparatively few of the CIA’s 
secretaries. Over the years the re- 
cruiters have established good con- 
tacts with high-school guidance coun- 
selors and principals in the nearby 
states, and when they make their an- 
nual tour in search of candidates, 
interested girls are steered their way, 
with several from the same class often 
being hired at the same time. When 
the new secretaries come to CIA head- 
quarters outside of Washington, they 
are encouraged to live in agency- 
selected apartments in the Virginia 
suburbs, buildings in which virtually 

all the tenants are CIA employees. 
Security considerations 

play a large part in the agency’s lack 
of attention to urban areas in its secre- 
tarial recruiting. All agency employ- 
ees must receive full security clear- 
ances and women from small towns 
are easier and cheaper to investigate. 
Moreover, the CIA seems actually to 
prefer secretaries with the All-Ameri- 
can image who are less likely to have 
been “corrupted” or “politicized” 
than their urbanized sisters. 

Agency secretaries, as well 
as all other personnel, must pass lie- 
detector tests as a condition of em- 
ployment. Then they periodically-- 
usually at five-year intervals or when 
they return from overseas assignment-- 
must submit themselves again to the 
“black box”. The CIA, unlike most 
employers, finds out nearly every- 
thing imaginable about the private 
lives of its personnel through these 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

probationary status, the first year is 
formal training programs and the sec- 
ond with on-the-job instruction. The 
CTs take introductory courses at a 
CIA facility, known as the Broyhill 
Building, in Arlington, Virginia, in 
subjects such as security, the organi- 
zation of the agency and the rest of the 
intelligence community, and the na- 
ture of international communism. 
Allen Dulles, in his days as Director, 
liked to talk to these classes and tell 
them how, is an American diplomat in 
Switzerland during World War I, he 
received a telephone call from a Rus- 
sian late on a Saturday morning. The 
Russian wanted to talk to a U.S. 
government representative immedi- 
ately, but Dulles had a date with a 
young lady, so he declined the offer. 
The Russian turned out to be Nikolai 
Lenin, and Dulles used the incident to 
urge the young CTs always to be alert 
to the possible importance of people 

polygraph tests. Questions about sex, they meet in their work. 
drugs, and personal honesty are rou- Afterward, CTs go to ‘ ‘The 
tinely asked along with security-re- Farm”, the establishment near 
lated matters such as possible contacts Williamsburg that is disguised as a 
with foreign agents. The younger Pentagon research-and-testing facil- 
secretaries invariably register a nega- ity and indeed resembles a large mili- 
tive reading on the machine when tary reservation. Barracks, offices, 
asked the standard: “Have you ever classrooms, and an officers’ club are 
stolen government property?” The grouped around a central point. Scat- 
polygraph experts usually have to add tered over its 480 mostly wooded 
the qualifying clause, “not including acres are weapons ranges, jump tow- 
pens, pencils, or minor clerical items”. ers, and a simulated closed-border of 

Once CIA recruits have a mythical Communist country. Away 
passed their security investigations from these facilitiesare heavily guarded 
and lie-detector tests, they are given and off-limits sites, locations used for 
training by the agency. Most of the super-secret projects suchas debriefing 
secretaries receive instruction in the a recent defector, planning a special 
Washington area, such instruction operation, or training an important 
focusing on the need for secrecy in all foreign agent who will be returning to 
aspects of the work. Women going his native country to spy for the CIA. 
overseas to type and file for their CIA As part of their formalclan- 
bosses are given short course in espio- destine training at ‘ ‘The Farm’ ’ , the 
nage tradecraft. A former secretary CTs are regularly shown Hollywood 
reported that the most notable part of spy movies, and after the performance 
her field training in the late 1960’s was they collectively criticize the tech- 
to trail an instructor in and out of niquesused in thefilms. Other movies 
Washington department stores. This are also used, as explained by the 
woman’s training proved useful, how- former clandestineoperator who wrote 
ever, when in her first post abroad, about his experience in the April 1967 
ostensibly as an embassy secretary, Ramparts: 
she was given the mission of surveil- We were shown Agency- 
ling an apartment building in disguise produced films depicting the 
as an Arab woman. CIA in action, films which 

displayed a kind of Hollywood 
AGENT TRAINING (CT’s) flair for the dramatic that is not 

uncommon inside the Agency. 
The agency’s profession- A colleague who went through 

als, most of them (until the 1967 NSA a 1963 training class told of a 
disclosures) recruited through film on the U-2 episode. In his 
‘ ‘friendly’ ’ college professors, receive comments prefatory to the film, 
much more extensive instruction when his instructor intimated that 
they enter the CIA as career trainees 
(CTs). For two years they are on a 

Please see CIA, next page 
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President- Eisenhower “blew 
. his cool” when he did not 

continue to deny that the U-2 
was a CIA aircraft. But no 
matter, said the instructor, the 
U-2 was in sum an Agency 
triumph, for the planes had 
been overflying Soviet territory 
for at least five years. During 
this time the Soviet leaders had 
fumed in frustration, unable to 
bring down a U-2 on the one 
hand and reluctant to let the 
world know of their inability 
on the other. The photography 
contained in the film confirmed 
that the ‘ ‘flying cameras” had 
accomplished a remarkable job 
of reconnaissance. When the 
film ended and the lights came 
on, the instructor gestured to- 
ward the back of the room and 
announced; ‘ ‘Gentlemen, the 
hero of our film. ” There 
stood Francis Gary Powers. 
The trainees rose and ap- 
plauded. 
All theCTs receive some light- 

weapons training, and those destined 
for paramilitary duties receive a full 
course which includes instruction in 
explosives and demolition, parachute 
jumps, air and sea operations, and 
artillery training. This paramilitary 
training is also taken by the contract 
soldiers (who greatly resent being 
called “mercenaries”) who have been 
separately recruited for special opera- 
tions. They join the CTs for some of 
the other courses, but generally tend 
to avoid the younger and less experi- 
enced recent college graduates who 
make up the bulk of the CT ranks. 
Many of these mercenaries and a few 
of the CTs continue on for an ad- 
vanced course in explosives and heavy 
weapons given at a CIA training facil- 
ity in North Carolina. Postgraduate 
training in paramilitary operations is 
conducted at Fort Bragg in North 
Carolina and at Fort Gulick in the 
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OMINOUS MIUTARY MOVES 
IN U.S. 

This will do nicely for this chapter 
for we have other business requiring 
our attention. 

When we return we shall take up 
with “Fringe Benefits” and believe 
me, there are a lot of-them. 

This day you have your own troops 
being shifted all over the nation and 
great convoys of military equipment 
and men are seen in movement in 
every state. I can only tell you that the 
boom is ready to fall. Reports are 
especially focused on the massive 
movements along your I-15 moving 
from West into Utah, Idaho and Mon- 
tana and on I-80 to and through Ne- 
vada and on over into Wyoming. 

There are equal numbers being 
shifted around East of the Mississippi 
River but the reports are, of course in 
this area, coming in about local move- 
ments. It is far beyond serious, chelas-- 
you are IN IT. 

I might herein remind you of the 
“Plan to Surrender America to the 
New World Order”. 

Let me just outlay a bit of factual 
information and see how it fits into 
your recall mechanism of that given 
before. It seems you must have re- 
minders or you become swamped in 
the myriad of attention fragments so 
that you lose continuity of the “Plan” 
and the level of development accord- 
ing to the Plan. 

Let us begin by giving you some 
’ ’ Public Law ’ ‘: 

None of thefunds appropriated 
in this title shall be used to pay the 
United States contribution to any 
international organization which 
engages in the direct or indirect 
promotion of the principle of one- 
world government or one-world 
citizenship. --Public Law 495, Sec- 
tion 112, 82nd Congress. 
So, at this point you have clearly 

defined the terrifying war-making 
functions of the United Nations Se- 
curity Council. Now, look at some 
of the international sleight-of-hand 
which has transferred your soldiers 
to the United Nations army. 

HOW “GOTCHA” WORKS 

For this part of your search you 
must turn again to the military articles 
of the United Nations Charter. Under 
Article 43, Chapter VII is found the 
basic “treaty law” for establishing an 

‘ ‘Armed United Nations’ ’ . 
All members of the United 

Nations, states Article 43, in order 
to contribute to the maintenance of 
international peace and security, 
undertake to make available to the . 
Security Council, on its call and in 
accordance with a special agree- 
ment, oragreements, armedforces, 
assistance, andfacilities, including 
rights of passage, necessary for 
the purpose of maintaining inter- 
national peace and security. 
Now, as we write along here, just 

pause from time to time and think on 
the numbers of persons intended for 
discharge status in your military forces, 
national guard and reserves. What 
will they do? Who will hire them 
when there are already over 12 million 
Americans out of work? Do you not 
think those ones will jump wildly at 
the opportunity to serve in the brave 
new United Nations Army? So be it. 

The most cursory examination of 
Article 43 permits only one conclusion: 
It is the intent of this article to provide 
the United Nations with unlimited 
war-making powers. 

Article 43 will wipe national 
boundaries off the map. It will create 
an irresistible international army. And 
it will chain the people of the world to 
the wheel of a military juggernaut. 

You have now arrived at the con- 
cealed objective of the United Nations 
Charter. 

Absolute, monolithic world mili- 
tary power is the concealed objective 
of the United Nations. 

However, this monstrousgoal can- 
not be achieved by raw force alone. 
Force must be preceded by brain- 
washing, which will condition the 
population to accept a world military 
dictatorship. Therefore the Planners 
employ Fabian Socialist techniques to 
accomplish their purpose. 

The internationalists, by gradu- 
alism and indirection, have made col- 
lectivism an acceptable political phi- 
losophy. And, through the media of 
mass propaganda, they haveconferred 
legal status upon illegal acts. 

In illustration of this technique, 
we might recall that on September 1, 
196 1, the United States Government 
filed with the U.N. Secretary General 
a plan for the transfer of our entire 
military establishment to the United 
Nations. 

“Yet--there was no cry of outrage 
.from the American people. 

The policy document for surrender 
is State Department Publication Num- 
ber 7277, titled ‘ ‘Freedom From War: 
The United States Program for Gen- 
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era1 and Complete Disarmament in a 
Peaceful World”. 

In it, your State Department calls 
for “ . . . progressive reduction of the 
war-making capability of the nations 
and the simultaneous strengthening of 
international institutions to settle dis- 
putes and maintain the peace.. . ” 
Which means, of course, the disarm- 
ing of the United States and the estab- 
lishment of a United Nations Army. 

U.S. MILITARY BEING 
TRANSFERRED TO U.N. 

DICTATORSHIP 

Our government now states that 
we- must pluck the deterrent to Com- 
munist aggression from the control of 
American citizens and place your de- 
fense forces in the hands of the Corn- 
mutiist-dominated U.N. Security 
Council. 

Allegedly acting in the nameof the 
American people, and for the “na- 
tions of the world”, the U.S. State 
Department set forth the objectives of 
their program ofgeneral and complete 
disarmament in a “Declaration on 
Disarmament” in a world where ad- 
justment to change “takes .place in 
accordance with the principles of the 
United Nations”. 

“The Nations of the world,” says 
your State Department, “declare their 
goal to be the disbanding of all na- 
tional armed forces and the prohibi- 
tion of their reestablishment in any 
form whatsoever, other than those 
required to preserve internal order and 
for contributions to a United Nations 
Peace Force. ’ ’ 

“The Nations of the world, ” says 
your State Department, “will estab- 
lish an effective International Disar- 
mament Organization within the frame- 
work of the United Nations, to ensure 
compliance at all times with all disar- 
mament obligations.” 

“The Nations of the world;” says 
your State Department, “will institute 
effective means for the enforcement 
of international agreements, for the 
settlement of disputes, and for the 
maintenance of peace--in accordance 
with the principles of the United Na- 
tions.” 

Under this plan, the United States 
will finance and man a totalitarian 
U.N. military complex. You, of 
course, will exercise no control over 
this international army. 

The State Department proposes 
that the disarmament of the United 
States and the concurrent build-up of 
the United Nations Army be ac- 

Please see CIA, next page 
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complished 111 the following three 
stages: 

Stage One: “The States shall de- 
velop arrangements in Stage One 
for the establishment in Stage Two 
of a U.N. Peace Force.” 
Stage Two: “During Stage Two, 
States shall develop further the 
peace-keeping process of the 
United Nations to the end that the 
United Nations can effectively in 
Stage Three deter or suppress any 
threat or use of force in violation 
of the purposes and principles of 
the United Nations.” 
Stage Three: “In Stage Three, 
progressive controlled disarma- 
ment and continuously developing 
principles and procedures of inter- 
national law would proceed to a 
point where no state would have 
the military power to challenge the 
progressively strengthened U.N. 
Peace Force. ’ ’ 
There you have it--neatly spelled 

out by your own State Department: a 
totalitarian, one-world government-- 
its edicts enforced by an international 
army--already established and in 
place. 

To implement the U.N. take- 
over, of course, it was and remains 
to some tiny extent, necessary to go 
through the motions of translating 
the policy of State Department 
Publications 7277 into so-called law 
and to assure brainwashed Ameri- 
cans that this “law” is in their own 
best interest. I believe you will note 
that this has also been accomplished. 

I will, however, go over, again, 
the way it was worked but that will 

write. 
Thank you for your attention. 
Hatonn to clear. 

415192 #l HATONN 
SUNDAY 

FRINGE BENEFITS 

Although agency personnel 
hold the same ratings and receive the 
same salaries as other government 
employees, they do not fall under 
Civil Service jurisdiction. The Direc- 
tor has the authority to hire or fire an 
employee without any regard to nor- 
mal governmental regulations, and 
there is no legal appeal to his deci- 
sions. In general, however, it is the 
CIA’s practice to take extremely good 
care of the people who remain loyal to 
the organization. There is a strong 
feeling among agency management 
officials that they must concern them- 
selves with the welfare of all per- 
sonnel and this feeling goes well be- 
yond the normal employer-employee 
relationship in the *government or in 
private industry. To a certain extent, 
security considerations dictate this atti- 
tude on the part of management, since 
an unhappy or financially insecure 
employee can become a potential tar- 
get for a foreign espionage agent. But 
there is more to it than that. Nearly 
everyone seems to believe: We’re all 
in this together and anyone who’s on 
the team should be taken care of 
decently. The employees probably 
feel a higher loyalty to the CIA than 
members of almost any other agency 
feel for their organization. Again, this 
is good for security, but that makes the 
sentiments no less real. 

have to hold for another opportuni ty to* Some of the benefits for agency 
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personnel are unique in the federal 
bureaucracy. For example, the CIA 
operates a summer intern program for 
college students. Unlikeother govem- 
ment agencies which have tried to hire 
disadvantaged and minority young- 
sters, the CIA’s program is only for 
the sons and daughters of agency 
employees. Again the justification is 
security and the expense of clearing 
outsiders, but it is a somewhat dubious 
claim since the State Department man- 
ages to clear all its interns for “top 
secret” without significant expense or 
danger to security. 

If a CIA employee dies, an 
agency security officer immediately 
goes to his or her house to see that 
everything is in order for the survivors 
(and, not incidentally, to make sure no 
CIA documents have been taken home 
from the office). If the individual has 
been living under a cover identity, the 
security officer ensures that the cover 
does not fall apart with the death. 
Often the security man will even help 
with the funeral and burial arrange- 
ments. 

For banking activities, CIA 
employees are encouraged to use the 
agency’s own credit union, which is 
located in the headquarters building. 
The union is expert in giving loans to 
clandestine operators under cover, 
whose personal background statements 
are by definition false. In the rare 
instance when an employee forfeits on 
a loan, the credit union seldom prose- 
cutes to get back the money: that could 
be a breach of security. There is also 
a special fund, supported by annual 
contributions from agency officers, to 
help fellow .employees who acci- 
dentally get into financial trouble. 

The credit union also makes 
various kinds of insurance available to 
CIA employees. Since the agency 
does not wish to give outsiders any 
biographical information on its per- 
sonnel, the CIA provides the insurer 
with none of that data that insurance 
companies normally demand, except 
age and size of policy. The agency 
certifies that all facts are true--even 
that a particular employee has died-- 
without suffering any proof. Blue 
Cross, which originally had the 
agency’s health-insurance policy, de- 
manded too much information for the 
agency’sliking and, in thelate 1950’s, 
the CIA switched its account to the 
more tolerant Mutual of Omaha. 
Agency employees areeven instructed 
not to use the airplane-crash insurance 
machines available at airports but to 
purchase such insurance from the credit 
union. 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

Attempts are made even to 
regulate the extracurricular activities 
of agency employees--to reinforce their 
attachment to the organization and,.of 
course, for security reasons. An em- 
ployee-activity association (incorpo- 
rated for legal purposes) sponsors pro- 
grams in everything from sports and 
art to slimnastics and karate. The 
association also runs a recreational 
travel service, a sports and theater 
ticket service, and a discount sales 
store. The CIA runs its own training 
programs for reserve military offic- 
ers, too And it has arranged with 
local universities to have its own offic- 
ers teach college-level and graduate 
courses for credit to its employees in 
the security of its headquarters build- 
ing. 

The CIA can be engagingly 
paternal in other ways, too. On the 
whole, it is quite tolerant of sexual 
dalliance among its employees, as 
long as the relationships are hetero- 
sexual and not with enemy spies. In 
fact, the CIA’s medical office in Saigon 
was known during the late 1960’s for 
its no-questions-asked cures of vene- 
real disease, which State Department 
officers in that city avoided the em- 
bassy clinic for the same malady be- 
cause they feared the consequences to 
their careers of having VD listed on 
their personnel records. 

MUST-SEE MOVIE: EXECU- 
TIVE ACTION 

In many other ways the CIA 
keeps close watch over its employees’ 
health. If a CIA officer gets sick, he 
can go to an agency doctor or a 
“cleared” outside physician. If he 
undergoes surgery, he frequently is 
accompanied into the operating room 
by a CIA security man who makes 
sure that no secrets are revealed under 
sodium-pentathol anesthesia. If he 
has a mental breakdown, he is re- 
quired to be treated by an agency 
psychiatrist (or a cleared contact on 
the outside) or, in an extreme case, to 
be admitted to a CIA-sanctioned sani- 
tarium. Although no statistics are 
available, mental breakdowns seem 
more common in the agency’s ten- 
sion-laden atmosphere than in the popu- 
lation as a whole and the CIA tends to 
have a more tolerant attitude toward 
mental-health problems and psychiat- 
ric therapy than the general public. In 
the Clandestine Services, breakdowns 
are considered virtually normal work 
hazards, [H: Doesn’t this make you 
feel secure to know that the ones 

Pleuse see CA, next page 
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CIA. cont. from previous page cratic insulation and introversion (es- dealt with subjects ranging from the the writers, the battle-scarred old 

supposedly in charge of your most peciahy under strong pressures from practical to the theoretical: there have hands, have gotten their frustrations 

secret information may well be, at the outside), and they even promote a been articles on how to react when out of their systems--with no harm 

present, eligible forthe “nut-farm”? perverse, defensive attitude which undergoing enemy interrogation; how done--and they have been paid, well 

I suggest you refer attention to ones restricts the individual from keeping the National-Estimate process works; paid, for their efforts. (Probably 
such as G. Gordon Liddy, etc. These pace with significant social events how tocovertly infiltrateand exfiltrate better than they could have been had 

ones are total disaster waiting to occurring in one’s own nation--to say heavily guarded enemy borders. Af- they gone public.) As for the CIA, it, 

explode on you. I again urge you nothing of those evolving abroad. ter the Cuban missile crisis the journal too, is content with the arrangement; 

readers to rent the motion picture Instead of continuing to develop vi- ran a debate on whether the CIA had for it is its arran~ment, a pact made 

EXECUTIVE ACTION with Burt sion and sensitivity with regard to failed to detect the Soviet missiles among friends and colleagues, one 

Lancaster, Robert Ryan, etc. It is their professional activities, the career early enough or had succeeded in time that conveniently shuts out the pri- 

accurate and that accuracy in por- officers become unthinking bureau- to allow the government to take reme- mary enemy of those possessed of the 
trayal is owed to Mark Lane. It is crats concerned only with their own dial action. clandestine mentality--the public. 

the best overall portrayal of the comfort and security, which they Some articles are of pure his- 

Kennedy assassination on film--it achieve by catering to the demands of torical interest. In 1970 there was a INTELLIGENCE AND POLICY 

surpasses Oliver Stone’s version, or the existing political and institutional fascinating account of the successful 

at the least, integrates the “facts” leaderships--those groups which can efforts at the end of World War II of Policy must be based 
with the “JFK” film. You are provide the means for such personal p the couturier Count Emillio Pucci, on the best estimate of thefacts 
going to get nothing of value from ends. then in the Italian army, to keep out of which can be put together. 
the CIA disclosures of the files for German hands the diary of Mussolini’s That estimate in turn should be . 
you have the fox painting the story SECRET WRITINGS OF CIA Foreign Minister (and son-in-law) given by some agency which 
for the demise of the chickens he “HISTORY” Count Ciano, who had earlier been has no axes to grind and which 
just killed. This film shows exactly executed by the Duce. Presumably, itself is not wedded to any 
how the CIA prepares for and ex- A number of years ago the stories of this kind would be of interest particular policy. 
ecutes such operations and pays off CIA established a secret historical to ordinary citizens but Studies in Allen Dulles 

the agents while setting up the fall- library, later a secret internal pro- Intelligence, while bearing a physical m: As you might guess, a lot of 

guys. I recommend that--if you do fessional journal, and ultimately be- resemblance to many regularly pub- deletions pop up in this section.] 

nothing else this month--go get a gan the preparation of the exhaustive lished magazines, is different in one Workmen had already started 

copy of that motion picture. If you secret history of the agency, being important respect. It is stamped SE- to put the White House Christmas 

can’t locate one, notify THE WORD written by retired senior officers. CRET and is therefore available only decoration in place on a December day 

through America West and we’ll see The Historical Intelligence to CIA employees and a few selected in 1969 when the President met in the 

what we can do about loaning you a Collection, as the “special” library is readers elsewhere in the intelligence Cabinet room with the National Secu- 
copy-1 feel it k that important.1 and OffiCidlY known in CIA, is a fas- community. Even its regular reviews rity Council. The 

employees are encouraged to return to cinating library of spy literature, con- of current spy novels are withheld 4 LINES DELETED 

work after they have completed treat- taining thousands of volumes, fiction from the American public. out to the interested parts of the federal 
ment. Usually no stigma is attached to and non-fiction, in many languages. The most important of the government the previous April, bu- 

illness of this type; in fact, a number The curator, a senior career officer by CIA’s private literary projects is the reaucrats had been writing position 

of senior officers suffered breakdowns trade but by avocation a bibliophile of massive secret history of the agency papers to prepare their chiefs for this 

while they were in the Clandestine some note, is annually allocated a that has been in preparation since meeting. There was sharp disagree- 

Services and it clearly did not hurt handsome budget to travel around the 1967. Recognizing the irresistible ment within the government on how 

their careers. Ex-Clandestine Ser- world in search of rare books and tendency of former intelligence of- hard a line the United States should 

vices chief Frank Wisner had such an documents on espionage. @I: Now ficers to write their memoirs and, take with the 

illness, and he later returned to work you know who writes those bi- thereby, often to embarrass their orga- 2 LINES DELETED 

as the CIA station chief in London. ographies which are presented in nizations and their government with Now the time for decision-making 

Many agency officials are the form of memoirs and life stories their revelations, Director Helms pru- was at hand, and those present in- 

known for their heavy drinking--which such as Oliver North, Nixon, etc. dently agreed to permit the prepara- eluded the Vice President, the Set- 

also seems to be looked upon as an They are as well planned a part of tion of an official secret history of the retaries of State and Defense, the 

occupational hazard. Again, the CIA the program as any of the other CIA and its clandestine activities. A Under Secretaries of State and Com- 

is more sympathetic to drinking prob- deceptive material. Not only do you professor of history from a Midwest- merce, the Director of Central Intelli- 
lems than outside organizations. Drug have clandestine speech writers em university was hired to act as gence, arepresentativeoftheNational 

use, however, remains absolutely ta- manipulating the politicians but you coordinator and as a literary/research Aeronautics and Space Agency 

boo. have others in conjunction with the advisor to those officers who would (NASA), the Assistant to the Presi- 

While ‘the personnel policies close writers writing the story of participate in the project. Retired dent for National Security Affairs, 

and benefits extended by the CIA to its what happened--in their desired senior officials were hired on contract and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 

employees can be justified on the outlay.] Through his efforts, the CIA at their former salaries to spend a of Staff. Admiral Thomas Moorer, 

grounds of national security and the today possesses probably the most couple of additional years with the the newly named Chairman of the 

need to develop organizational loy- complete compilation of such publica- agency putting their recollections down JCS, was attending his first NSC meet- 

alty, these tend to have something of tions in the world. In recent years the on paper for eventual incorporation in ing in this capacity. The President 

a personal debilitating effect on the collection has been expanded to in- theencyclopedic summary of the CIA’s noted the occasion by introducing him 

career officers. The agency is uncon- elude intelligence memorabilia, fea- past, to all assembled as “Admiral Mor- 

sciously viewed as an omniscient, turing exhibits of invisible inks, bugs, Helms’ decision was a master mon”. 

omnipotent institution--one that can cameras, and other equipment actu- stroke. The history will never be The President opened the ses- 

even be considered infallible. Devo- ally used incertainoperations by spies completed, nor will it ever be pub- sion by stating that the NSC had 

tion to duty grows to fanaticism; ques- or their handlers. lished. By definition it, is a perpetual before it some very complex prob- 

tioning the decisions of the authorities The CIA’s own quarterly trade project and one that can be read only lems--complex not only in the usual 

is tantamount to religious blasphemy. journal is called Studies of Intelli- by those who have a clear “need to foreign-policy sense but also in a 

Such circumstances encourage bureau- gence. Articles in recent years have know “--and they are few indeed. But Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA, cont. from previous page ter in the room, that it might be BEGINHAVINGAREGULARPRO- tional service. 

moral context which, the President inappropriate for the group to discuss GRAM ON CNN!!! THIS’IS PART This is the theory, but in actual 

noted, concerned a large portion of the the subject at hand, since some of AND PARCEL OF THE OVERALL, practice the U.S. intelligence commu- 

American population. Nixon then those present had represented south- PLAN AND YOU WILL BE GET- nity has deeply intruded--and contin- 

turned to his DCI, Richard Helms, ern African clients in earlier law TZNG BAGGAGE OFINCREDIBLE ues to--into the policy-making arena. 

and said, “Go ahead, Dick”, practices. Vice President Spiro MAGNITUDE FROM THIS “EX- Perhaps it is unrealistic to expect that 

The NSC meeting had offi- Agnew gave an impassioned speech PERT” “AUTHORITY”, ‘DOC- a $6 billion activity with more than 

cially begun, and as was customary, on how the South Africans, now TORY’ KISSINGER.] 150,000 employees working in over 

Helms set the scene by giving a de- that they had recently declared their Let us break here, Dharma, for 100 countries would do otherwise. 

tailed briefing on the political and independence, were not about to be you have other business. Salu. Nevertheless, it should be understood 

economic background of the countries pushed around, and he went on to that when someone like Richard Helms 

under discussion. Using charts and compare South Africa to the United 416192 #l HATONN publicly declares, as he did in 1971, 

maps carried in by an aide, he de- States in its infant days. Finally, the “We make no foreign policy,” he 

scribed recent developments in south- President leaned over to Agnew and may be technically correct in the sense 

ern Africa. (His otherwise flawless said gently, <‘You mean Rhodesia, CIA: INTELLIGENCE AND that CIA officials must receive ap- 

performance was marred only by don’t you, Ted?” POLICY proval from the White House for their 

his mispronunciation of “Mala- It was extraordinary for Helms main programs; but he is absolutely 

gasy” [formerly Madagascar], when to ‘peak Out to the NSC about the It is probably time to remind you incorrect in leaving the impression 

referring to the young republic.) detrimental effect his agency would that the portions of this document that the intelligencecommunity, apart 

Next, Henry Kissinger talked suffer if the ( ** DELETED ** ) which bear “deletions” comedirectly from supplying information, does not 

about the kind of general posture the since the DCI’s normal role at these from a book written by one whom I have a profound determinative effect 

United States could maintain toward sessions is limited to providing the call “I Am Anonymous” (IMA) for on the formulation and carrying out 

the ( DELETED ) and outlined the introductory background briefing. As this interim time in focus. The CIA the American foreign policy. 

specific policy options open to the the President’s principal intelligence deleted the information where same is The very existence of the CIA 

President. In the case of advisor, his function is to supply the indicated. I am asked about this often as an instrument for secret intervention 

44 LINES DELETED factsand theintelligence community’s now, so I recognize that you ones are in other countries’ internal affairs 

the United States to do so. To what best estimate of future events in order reading the information out of proper changes the way the nation’s highest 

extent Helms’ arguments played a part to help the decision-makers in their order. I explained all of this in detail leaders look at the world. They know 

in the presidential decision can be work. What Helms was saying to the at the beginning of writing about the that if open political or economic 

answered only by Richard Nixon him- NSC was entirely factual, but it had CIA Cult of Intelligence. I give full initiatives fail, they can call on the 

self. But, the following year, at the the effect of injecting intelligence oper- credit for the work utilized from the CIA to bail them out. One suspects 

request of the British, the United States ations into a policy decision. In theory author in point and I fully intend to fill that the Eisenhower administration 

did end its at least, the decision-makers are sup- in the blanks, with or without his input might have made more of an effort 

10 LINES DELETED posed to be able to choose the most for he is under court order never to during its last ten months to prevent 

was such an established factor that it advantageous options with the benefit divulge the missing information. You relations with Cuba from reaching the 

was not even under review at the NSC of intelligence--not for the benefit of are playing with “rough” individuals breaking point if the President had not 

meeting. intelligence. and I intend to protect persons who already given his approval to the clan- 
*** 

Some of the statements were assist in this transition--you who ob- destine training of a refugee army to 

quite revealing. Early in the meeting [ICI: For you who think Kiiinger has ject will simply have to do so with my overthrow the Castro regime. 

Secretary of State William Rogers somehow faded from the scene-- blessings and compassion for your 

jokingly pointed out, to general-laugh- look again. HE IS VERY SOON TO lack of understanding--your desire to EFFECTS OF SECRECY 
know it all does not surpass the right fl 
of individuals who have risked it all, POLICY 

A CALL T.0 SERVE FOR ALL to share with you, the danger of undue 
exposure. So be it. Please, let us The extreme secrecy in which 
continue so that we can move on to the CIA works increases the chances 
other pressing information discussions. that a President will call it into action. 
I ask to stay right with this topic until Hedoesnot have tojustify theagency’s 
we can conclude it as to the era when activities to Congress, the press, or 
first presented. Thank you. the American people; so, barring pre- 

mature disclosure, there is no institu- 
ANALYSIS vs. OPERATIONS tional force within the United States to 

stop him from doing what he wants. , 
Many, but by no means all, Furthermore, the secrecy of CIA op- 

intelligence professionals agree that erations allows a President to autho- 
the primary and, indeed, paramount rize actions in other countries which, 
purpose of the intelligence process is if conducted openly, would brand the 
to produce meaningful, timely in- United States as an outlaw nation. 
formation on foreign developments International law and the United Na- 
after a careful analysis of secret and tions charter clearly prohibit onecoun- 
open sources. The fmished product try from interfering in the internal 
should be balanced in perspective and affairs of another, but if the interfer- 
objective in presentation. Under no ence is done by a clandestine agency 
circumstances is intelligence supposed whose operations cannot readily be 
to advise a particular course of action. traced back to the United States, then 
The intelligence function, when prop- a President has a much freer hand. He 
erly performed, is strictly an informa- CIA, ccmt. from previous page 

CALLED TO SERVE COL. JAMES “BO” GRIT2 

By ;Tames “Bo” Gritz PALO ALTO, CA. 7191 

$24.95...Book $20.00...2 Hour...Video Tape 
In his book, G&z lifts the veil of Bo tells the story behind the CO- 

National Security to reveal how vert CIA operations ofViet Nam. 

U. S. Forces have been usedas tools He names those key individuals 
by international elitists who are involved in the Golden Triangle 

guilty of drug trafficking, prevent- heroin trade. His is a message of 

ing American POWs from coming courage and he delivers a “final 

home, and more. call to serve” to all who will 
To Order Call: America West awaken to the evil behind the 

1800-729-4131 “New World Order”. 
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does not even have to worry about 
adverse public reaction at home or 
abroad. For example, after Salvador 
Allende had been elected President of 
Chile in 1970, President Nixon was 
asked at a press conference why the 
United States was willing to intervene 
militarily in Vietnam to prevent a 
communist takeover but would not do 
the same thing in Chile to prevent a 
Marxist from taking power; he replied 
that “for the United States to have 
intervened in a free election and to 
have turned it around, I think, would 
have had repercussions all around Latin 
America that would have been far 
worse than what happened in Chile.” 

The President failed to men- 
tion that he had approved 

2 LINES DELETED 
but by keeping his action secret, he 
was able to avoid--at least for the time 
being--the “adversepolitical reaction” 
which he feared. If there had been no 
CIA to do the job covertly, the U.S. 
government almost certainly would 
not have tried to involve itself in the 
Chilean elections, since it was obvi- 
ously not willing to own up to its 
actions. 

Clandestine operations can 
appear to a President as a panacea, as 
a way of pulling the chestnuts out of 
the fire without going through all the 
effort and aggravation of tortuous dip- 
lomatic negotiations. And if the CIA 
is somehow caught in the act, the 
“deniability” of these operations, in 
theory, saves a President from taking 
any responsibility--or blame. Addi- 
tionally, the CIA is equipped to act 
quickly in a crisis. [H: Please read 
this portion again for you have wit- 
nessed this “cover” in action in two 
MAJOR scandals where the Presi- 
dent claims no inform&ion or in- 
volvement.] It is not hindered nearly 
as much by a cumbersome bureau- 
cracy as is the-Pentagon, and it has 
proved its ability to move with little 
advance notice, as it did in the Congo 
during the early 1960’s, to put an 
“instant air force” into action. And 
the agency’s field personnel do not 
demand the support facilities of their 
military colleagues. In Laos forty or 
fifty career CIA officers assisted by 
several hundred contractees ran an 
entire “secret war”, whereas the Pen- 
tagon, given the same mission, prob- 
ably would have set up a military- 
assistance command with thousands 
of personnel (as it did in Vietnam) at 
a much greater cost to the United 
States. Also, CIA operators are much 
less likely than the military to grouse 

publicly that political restrictions are 
forcing them to fight “with one arm 
tied behind our back’ ’ , and this makes 
the agency attractive to a President 
who has no desire to engage in a 
running battle with his generals over 
the tactics to be used in a particular 
situation. 

The CIA does not originate an 
American commitment to a country. 
The President and the State Depart- 
ment do that. But once CIA opera- 
tions are started in a foreign land, the 
U.S. stake in that nation’s future in- 
creases. Certainly the American in- 
terest would be even larger if the 
President decided to send in combat 
troops instead of his covert warriors, 
but such open intervention would have 
to be justified publicly. In the 1950’s 
and early 1960’s neither President 
Eisenhower nor President Kennedy 
wanted to make such a commitment in 
Vietnam or Laos. Yet, by using 
foreign-aid funds and heavy doses of 
covert operations, they were able to 
create and then keep alive anti-com- 
munist governments in both coun- 
tries. When these palliatives proved 
insufficient later in the 1960’s, Presi- 
dent Johnson chose to send American 
ground troops into Vietnam and to 
begin the systematic bombing of Laos 
by the U.S. Air Force. It might be 
argued that the CIA’s covert opera- 
tions put off the day when more mas- 
sive amounts of American power would 
be needed, but it also might be said 
that if the agency had not managed to 
keep the governments in Saigon and 
Vientiane functioning for such a long 
time, the United States would never 
have intervened openly at all. 

In neither Vietnam nor Laos 
was the CIA acting without the ap- 
proval of the nation’s highest policy- 
makers. Indeed, all the agency’s 
major covert-action operations are 
approved by the 40 Committee, and 
the President himself closely reviews 
this committee’s decisions. But even 
approved clandestine activities have a 
way of taking on a life of their own, as 
field operatives loosely interpret the 
general guidelines that come down 
from the White House through Lang- 
ley. By not closely supervising CIA 
covert operations, the nation’s highest 
leaders have allowed the agency to 
affect foreign policy profoundly. For 
example, during the CIA revolt against 
the leftist Guatemalan regime in 1954, 
an agency plane bombed a British 
freighter which was suspected of car- 
rying arms to theembattled government 
troops. In fact the ship was loaded 
with coffee and cotton, and, fortu- 

nately, no one was injured when only 
one of the bombs exploded. I&hard 
Bissell admitted to the&w York Times 
on April 28, 1966, that the attack on 
the British vessel was a “sub-inci- 
dent” that “went beyond the estab- 
lished limits of policy”. Bissell con- 
tinued, ‘ ‘you can’t take onoperations 
of this scope, draw boundaries of 
policy around them and be absolutely 
sure that those boundaries will not be 
overstepped. ’ ’ 

CIA B-26’s BOMB GUATE- 
MALA 

The CIA got involved in an- 
other “sub-incident” while it was 
training Cuban exiles at secret bases in 
Guatemala for an invasion of their 
homeland. In November 1960 a re- 
bellion broke out against the Guate- 
malan government which had been so 
gracious in allowing the agency to use 
its territory as the jumping-off point 
for the Cuban operation. The CIA 
returned the favor by sending its B-26 
bombers to help crush the insurgency. 
It is not clear whether White House 
permission was given for these at- 
tacks, but there was no question that 
the CIA had again interfered in Gua- 
temalan internal politics--this time to 
make sure that no new Guatemalan 
government would oust it from its 
secret bases. Once embarked on the 
attempt to overtlirow Castro, the 
agency had become involved in a 
chain of events which forced it to 
intervene militarily in a second coun- 
try to protect its operation against 
Cuba. The President may have set the 
original policy, but there was no way 
he could have known that simply by 
approving an attack on Cuba he would 
set in motion agency paramilitary ac- 
tivities against Guatemala. 

CIA operauolls can have an- 
other unforeseen effect on American 
foreign policy: they can subject the 
country to blackmail if something goes 
wrong. For instance, within five days 
after the CIA pilot was shot down and 
captured by Indonesia in 1958, the 
US. government approved the sale 
for local currency of 37,000 tons of 
American rice and lifted an embargo 
on $1 million in small arms and other 
military equipment. Considering that 
at that moment the CIA was actively 
backing an armed revolution against 
the Sukarno regime, these would 
have been strange actions indeed for 
the U.S. government to take if it were 
not extremely concerned about saving 
the captured pilot. 

A somewhat similar incident 
occurred in Singapore in 1960 after a 
CIA he-detector expert was flown into 
the city to make sure that a locally 
recruited agentwas trustworthy. When 
the agency technician plugged in his 
polygraph machine in a hotel room, he 
blew out all the fuses in the building. 
[H: AT THIS POINT AN ENTIRE 
LENGTHY FOOTNOTE (18 
LINES) WAS DELETED. The lie- 
detector man, a CIA case officer, and 
the local agent were soon under arrest. 
The Singapore government and the 
British, who were in the process of 
granting Singapore its independence, 
were both disturbed by the incident. 
Negotiations then ensued to secure the 
men’s release. According to Singa- 
pore Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, 
the U.S. government offered $3.3 
million to get them out. Lee claimed 
that he wanted ten times as much and 
consequently took nothing. In any 
case, the two CIA officials were sub- 
sequently freed, and the newly in- 

Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA, cont. from previous page Francis Gary Power’s abortive flight of the U-2 over the Soviet Union in drone over southern China. On Octo- 

stalled Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, 
over the Soviet Union in 1960, the 1960 caused the cancellation of the ber 28 the New China News Agency 

wrote a secret letter of apology to the 
CIA’s U-2 planes used Peshawar as a Eisenhower-Khruschev summit meet- reported the downing of “a U.S. 

Singapore leader. In a 1965 speech 
principal takeoff point for reconnais- ing. The spy ship Liberty, while imperialist, pilotless, high altitude 

Lee mentioned the affair as an ex- 
sance flights over and along the edges trying to monitor the action during the plane”, but 

ample of the. type of act;’ rity engaged 
of the Soviet Union. In addition, 1967 Six Day War, moved in too close 7 LINES DELETED 

in by the CIA. The State Department 
3 LINES DELETED (because a “warning” message from Another extremely provocative drone 

issued a routine denial furnished by 
From the early days of the Eisenhower Washington was misrouted) and was flight was proposed by the Pentagon in 

the CIA--State’s press office not re- 
administration, the United States had intentionally shot up by Israeli planes the period after the American invasion 

alizing the truth of Lee’s charges. Lee 
allied itself more closely with Paki- and boats. Thirty-four Americans of Cambodia in 1970. The mission 

reacted by publicly producing Rusk’s 
stan than with India in those two were killed. As a result, according to was approved by the 40 Committee 

letter of apology, and State was forced 
countries’ continuing struggle. Yet at former DIA and CIA staffer Patrick over the strong objections of the 

to retract its original statement, al- 
least some experts on the region be- McGarvey in his book CIA: .THE State Department which estimated 

though it still maintained that no ran- 
lieve that an important factor in the MYTH AND THE MADNESS, the that roughly one in three of these 

som had ever been offered. As well as 
American “tilt” toward Pakistan, at Joint Chiefs of Staff “proposed a aircraft would be shot down. 

embarrassing the U.S. government 
least until the late 1960’s, was the quick, retaliatory air strike on the 12 LINES DELETED 
desire to hold on to the base at Israeli naval base which launched the The official justification for all the 

and making headlines around the Peshawar 
world, the incident caused the State 

attack.” The Chiefs’ recommenda- espionage missions carried out by in- 

Department to revamp its internal sys- 
Another site of large American tions was turned down. McGarvey telligence planes and ships is to gather 

tern for making announcements about 
technical espionage installations iS continues: intelligence which helps to protect the 

intelligence matters. 
the island of Taiwan. In this instance The next year the North national security of the United States. 

3% LINES DELETED 
the United States did not have to Koreans seized a similar ship, But with literally hundreds of flights 

In general the presence of American 
provide the Nationalist Chinese gov- the Pueblo, and interned its and cruises scheduled each month along 

intelligence facilities in a foreign coun- 
emment with much inducement to crew. Again we were on the the borders of and over unfriendly 

try can have an important effect on 
allow theconstruction of the facilities, brink of war because of intel- countries, inevitably there are em- 

American policy toward that country, 
since they were aimed against the ligence, the supposed secret barrassing failures. That these abor- 

especially in the Third World. Closely 
Nationalists’ archenemy on the main- arm of government. The JCS tive missions on occasion cause inter- 

aligned countries, such as 
land and some of the information again recommended an air national crises is understood by the 

4 LINKS DELETED 
gathered was shared with the Chiang strike. The Pueblo incident policy-makers who rather routinely 

But to the less developed countries, 
Kai-shek government. Furthermore, was followed by the shoot- give their approval, and is presumably 

the presence of an American instal- 
in the fifteen or so years after the down ofa United States recon- figured in as one of the costs of 

lation is both a threat and an op- 
Nationalists’ expulsion from China, naissance plane (A Navy EC- acquiring the intelligence. Yet it is 

portunity. The threat comes form 
the CIA closely cooperated with 121) off the coast of North frightening to realize that some of 

domestic opposition forces who look 
Chiang’s intelligence service to run Korea a little over a year later. these spying forays could have led-- 

on the base as an example of “neo- 
covert missions against the mainland, And again JCS wanted to and could in the future lead--to armed 

colonialism” and use it as a weapon 
and the Nationalists were so depen- mount an air strike. conflict. Missions that violate the 

against those in power. The op- 
dent on the United States for their very There have been other dis- territorial integrity of foreign coun- 

portunity arises out of the fact that the 
existence that they were in no position astrous reconnaissance flights--these tries are clear violations of sover- 

United States will pay dearly for the 
to extract a large payment from the over China--that have gone virtually eignty and any country that shoots at 

right to install its eavesdropping equip- 
United States for theintelligence bases. unreported in the American press. an intruder inside its borders is com- 

ment and keep it in place--as ( 
Yet, by giving the CIA and the other Someof these have been mentioned by pletely within its legal rights. 

DELETED ) discovered. 
agencies a free hand to build virtually the New China News. Agency, but END QUOTING 
any kind of facility they chose, the have apparently been dismissed in the *** 

3% LINEIS DELETED 
Both host governments have been se- 

Chiang government made it much West as communist propaganda. [H: In your Constitution there is no men- 

verely criticized by internal forces and 
more difficult for the United States to What about the U-2 which was just tion of intelligence, or spies, or intel- 

neighboring countries for giving the 
disengage from Taiwan and build bet- brought down off South Korea ligence agencies, or internal security-- 

United States a foothold in their na- 
ter relations with China. Many of the within the past three or four months? nothing of what is called the ‘ ‘Ame& 

tions, but both have been handsomely 
most important installations for the It was brought down, crew killed can national security state” and cer- 

rewarded in American military and 
surveillance of the mainland are lo- and yet, after two days--nothing!] tainly nothingaboutwars being staged 

economic assistance well into the hun- 
cated on the island, and they represent They include the shooting down of by Clandestine Forces or internal se- 

dreds of millions of dollars. While 
an investment valued in the hundreds several CIA U-2 planes flown by curity apparatus that form the most 

comparatively modest amounts of aid 
of millions of dollars. All American Nationalist pilots and even more U.S. intriguing aspect of the’ greatest mili- 

would probably have been supplied 
military forces, including those en- Air Force pilotless “drone” aircraft tary and economic power the world 

even if there had been no bases, the 
gaged in intelligence work, will have (The Chinese claim nineteen downed has ever seen. 

large size of the programs represented, 
to be removed from Taiwan before the between 1964 and 1969) over the 

in effect, a direct payment for the 
United States meets the Chinese con- Chinese mainland. American SR-71s 

intelligence facilities. 
ditions for complete normalization of also flew regularly over China .L: 
relations between the two countries. continue to do so over North KI crea) 

Similarly, =-- -- 1 AZ/ .-.1 II. . ~ RE 

of1969theU.s.nirl 
huge base near Pesha 
which was primarily 
facility. For sevefi 

PAKISTAN BASE lWK u-z’s-- PAKISTAN BASE FOR U-2’s-- 
until all reconnaissance flights were 

TAIWAN FOR TECH SPYING TAIWAN FOR TECH SPYING 
ISRAELI’! ISRAELI’S ATTACK LIBERTY-- stopped as a result of Henry 

JOINT CHIEF JOINT CHIEF’S SAY Kissinger’s first trip to ,Peking in 

Similarly, from 1956 until the end 
RETALIATE 1971 [that you knew about]. 

of 1969 the U.S. Air Force operated a 
At the very time in October 1969 when 

huge base near Peshawar in Pakistan 
Recent history is full of other the United States was trying to resume 

which was primarily an intelligence 
examples of technical espionage pro- diplomatic contact with the Chinese, 

facility. For several years before 
grams having a profound effect on Air Force Intelligence, with the ap- 
U.S. foreign policy. The shoot-down proval of the 40 Committee, sent a 
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Patriot .Missiles--Another Government Lie 
DR. JOHN COLEMAN 4/10/92 ganda war waged on the American 

people. CNN, for example, has be- 
During the Gulf war, I wrote an article come a virtual instrument of govem- 
in our Insider Report of February 3, ment propaganda. The American peo- 
199 1, under the heading, “WHAT IS ple have been lied to and deceived on 
SUBSTANCE AND WHAT IS PURE a scale and in a manner never before 
WIND”: witnessed. We have learned nothing 

from the past--Wilson lied, Roosevelt 
“I am aghast at the strength and lied, Johnson lied. Bush lied, and yet 
vastness of the highly successful propa- the majority apparently support the 

George/Desiree’ Green 
Lecture at Berkeley, 3/24/91 

$20.00...3 hours. 
The Greens discuss their involvement 
with extraterrestrials and their com- 
munication with Hatonn. This is an 
introductory lecture that covers all 
aspects of Earth man’s transition. 

George/Desiree’ Green 
Palo Alto, Ca. Seminar, 7/91 

$20.00...3 hours 
George covers his background, and 
involvement with extraterrestrials. He 
gives facts on economic collapse and 
details on how you can protect your- 
self. Desiree’ introduces some of the 
current Cosmic knowledge contained 
within the JOURNALS, 

Introduction To The Greens 
Questions and Answers 

$22.00...1-l/2 hours 
Video #l‘ 

George gives information about his 
involvement with Billy Meier. In- 
cludes photographs of craft taken by 
Meier and portions of live footage of 
cratl, plus more. 

George’s UFO Background, 
Government Conspiracy And 

Spiritual Lessons 
$22.00...1 l/2 

Video #2 
George discusses his history of ET 
involvement and UFO investigation. 
The Global economic/political con-. 
spiracy. Desiree’ discusses The Law 
of One, Creation and our personal 
responsibility. in our soul’s progres- 

sion’ To Order These 
Video Tapes Contact 

America West 
l-800-729-4131 

Bush War in the Gulf. 

“Take one ‘for instance’, the matter 
of PATRIOT ground-to-air missiles. 
Just before the war was thrust upon 
this nation, NATO said that the PA- 
TRIOT was practically useless against 
ballistic missiles. Other nations said 
much the same thing. In fact, NATO 
did not order any PATRIOT missiles. 

“Yet, night after night, CNN showed 
what they said were PATRIOT mis- 
siles intercepting and destroying SCUD 
missiles. One thing that bothered me 
was that the alleged ‘intercepts’ al- 
ways took place behind thick banks of 
clouds. Flashes were seen and these 
were supposed to be SCUD missiles 

being destroyed in the air. To cover 
the obvious damage done on the 
ground, we were informed that it was 
caused by “falling debris” (from the 
destroyed missiles), including one in- 
cident in which five houses were de- 
stroyed . 

“When a PATRIOT missile doesn’t 
hit its intended target, it has to be 
destroyed in the air. This, one analyst 
told me, is what the flashes behind the 
clouds usually are; PATRIOT mis- 
siles self destructing. Patriot missiles 
were designed to intercept low-flying, 
medium-speed aircraft and not high- 
altitude missiles traveling at a much 
faster speed. Another problem the 
PATRIOT has is that it has a maxi- 
mum range of only 45 miles. ” 

Now, on April 7th, 1992, this report 
has been confirmed. In testimony 
before the House Government Opera- 
tions Committee, the General Account- 
ing Office (GAO)--the investigative 
arm of Congress--said that the Army 
could not accurately document its 

claims that the PATRIOT intercepted 
80 % of SCUDS launched against Saudi 
Arabia and 50% of those launched 
against Israel. 

According to testimony given by Steve 
Hildreth, an expert for Congressional 
Research Services, the Army, by its 
own methodology, showed the PA- 
TRIOT as intercepting the actual war- 
head of ONLY ONE SINGLE SCUD 
MISSILE. Further testimony was 
that, while Iraqi SCUDS were regu- 
larly seen “exploding” after PA- 
TRIOT missiles were fired, ‘ ‘In those 
cases where the Patriots intercepted 
the SCUDS, THEY REGULARLY 
FAILED TO HIT THE WARHEAD, 
leaving the missile’s most deadly com- 
ponent to fall to the ground.” 

In a sharply worded attack on the 
PATRIOT, Rep. John Conyers (D. 
Michigan), chairman of the subcom- 

the Gulf War began. Had he done so, 
the needless sacrifice of the lives of 
our soldiers in the SCUD attack on 
their barracks at Dhahran could have 
been avoided. Cooper said, “I don’t 
want to denigrate Patriot; I am really 
glad we have it. At the same time, we 
have to go a long way beyond Patriot 
to provide effective defenses in the 
theaters for the future, where these 
weapons might be coming from greater 
distances--and therefore harder to in- 
tercept . ’ ’ 

There are currently 18 nations with.. 
strategic ballistic missile capabilities, 
and another six nations will join them 
by the end of 1993. Not one of these 
countries has an anti ballistic missile 
treaty with the U.S. at this time. If we 
have nothing better than PATRIOTS, 
our soldiers will be exposed to the risk 
of very high casualties if war should 
break out before we perfect a more 

mittee-investigating the PATRIOT’S effective system. 
performance, called on Secretary of 
Defense Richard Cheney to order an 
independent evaluation of the Army’s 
analysis, “by a group that does not 
have an interest in the outcome.” 
Apparently, Secretary Cheney, caught 
in a dilemma, is refusing to respond. 
No wonder. If it turns out that he 
KNEW that the PATRIOT was use- 
less against incoming ballistic mis- 
siles, he could be held liable for the 
deaths of military personnel killed 
when a SCUD hit their barracks in 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. 

As if sensing this, Conyers went on to 
say that “In future conflicts, we could 
unnecessarily endanger soldiers’ lives 
if we deploy PATRIOTS based on 
overly optimistic assessments of its 
capabilities. If American soldiers 
think they can depend on the Patriot 
battalions to destroy nine out of ten 
enemy missiles, when actual defense 
capabilities may be closer to one out of 
50, it would be a disaster. If we know 
that, but refuse to admit it, then the 
offense is criminal.” 

Conyers should have consulted Henry 
F. Cooper, Director of Strategic De- 
fense Initiative Organization before 

NEVADA 
CORPORATIONS 

WHO SHOULD 
INCORPORATE? 

MANY PEOPLE SAY THAT I 
AM JUST A FAMILY, OR A 
SINGLE PERSON, WHAT DOES 
A NEVADA CORPORATION 
HAVE TO DO WITH ME? IT 
ONLY REQUIRES ONE (1) PER- 
SON TO FORM THE CORPO- 
RATION, BE THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS/OFFICERS, AND 
YOU HAVE ALLTHE BENEFITS 
OF A CORPORATION; BUSI- 
NESSWISE, &TAXWISE. WHY 
DO YOU THINKTHE GOVERN- 
MENT SEEMS TO GIVE 
BREAKS TO CORPORATIONS? 
BECAUSE MOST OF THE GOV- 
ERNMENT “SERVANTS” ARE 
INCORPORATED (IN THE 
STATE OF NEVADA) AND DO 
BUSINESS THROUGH THE 
CORPORATIONS AND THEIR 
PRIVATE LIVES ARE NEVER 
MADEPUBLIC. YES, ITISTHE 

Please see CORPORATIONS, next pag 
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CORPORA TI0.W. cont. Ji-om previous puge HOME STATE TO QUALIFY PRI- 
VACY IN NEVADA, NO ONE 

BEST KEPT SECRET IN THE KNOWS WHO THE OWNERS 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (STOCKHOLDERS) ARE. EVEN 
AND ABROAD--FOR ALIENS OF IF YOU MUST QUA/IFy IN AN- 
FOREIGNCOUNTRIESCAN ALSO OTHER STATE THAT INFORMA- 
INCORPORATE IN NEVADA. TION CAN USUALLY BE KEPT 
THIS IS A BENEFIT THE BIG PRIVATE EXCEPT FORTHE POR- 
BROTHERS HAVE MADE EVERY TION OF YOUR CORPORATION 
EFFORT TO HIDE FROM YOU SO ACTUALLY DOING BUSINESS 
THAT THERE IS NOT A CHANCE WITHIN THE QUALIFYING 

;;IT;EMOVING THOSE BEN- STATE. 
. 

A Nevada corporation can own prop- 
It is wise to incorporate in the state 

erty in ANY state without having to 
with the best corporation and tax laws 
regardless of where you are going to 

qualify or be incorporated in that do business, Then, if for ANY reason 
state. Therefore, in this instance (own- you ever wish to, you do have a safe 
it% or buying r-1 prwfiy), YOU He HAVEN, as it were, to return to or 
exempt from incorporating or qualify- retreat to or withdraw to. 
ing to do business in your home state. 
When that circumstance also exists, Incorporating is a very tidy way to 
then you would c&-tainly want to in- 
corporate in a preferred state and let 

organizeand get the best breaks around, 

that corporation in the preferred state 
wherever you choose to utilize the 
tool. Nevada is the most overall 

own the property. That means any efficient state for personal incorpora- 
real ProPertYa Then if You sell the tions for dozens of reasons. 
property, simply sell the whole corpo- 
ration. There are many benefits in that 
kind of transaction. Simply determine 

FOR MO= I~+JFOR~/IATION 

what activities are exempt from quali- ABOUTNEV’ACORPORA- 
fying to do business in your home state TIONS CAI,I, CORP~~TE 
and those which are not. ADVISORS CORPORATION 

LET ME GIVE you A LInLE AT (702) 885-9638 ORwmE 
PROOF AS REGARDS FEES IN TO THEM AT 2533 N. 
CALIFORNIA. IT CoSTS so CARSON ST., SUITE 645, 
MUCH TO INCORPORATE DI- 
RECTLY IN CALIFORNIA. IT CARSON CITE: N-v 89706* 
COSTS ABOUT HALF AS MUCH 
TO QUALIFY TO DO BUSINESS 
IN CALIFORNIA FOR A “FOR- 
EIGN” CORPORATION (LET US 
SAY, NEVADA). THAT IS BE- 
CAUSE CALIFORNIA KNOWS 
THE VALUE OF THE INCORPO- 
RATION IN A SEPARATE STATE 
AND USES THE FEET0 DISCOUR- 
AGE YOU. THERE IS A GREAT 
ADVANTAGE TO INCORPORAT- 
ING IN NEVADA AND PAYING 
THE DIFFERENCE IN YOUR 

ASK FOR CORT CHRISTIE. 
HELP SPREAD 

THE WORD 
PURCHASE MUL- 
TIPLE COPIES OF 
THIS OR OTHER 
ISSUES OF THE 

LIBERATOR 
AND PASS THEM 

OUT TO YOUR 
FRIENDS. 

I AM SANANDA 
JESUS, ESU, 

IMMANUEL 

SANANDA POSTER 
This fnll color poster of Sananda w% 
painted by artist, Randall B. Singleton. 
It is a life-like portrait masterfnlly cre- 
ated and a wonderful art piece that will 
add special meaning to your home 
office, church or meeting room. The 
poster also makes an excellent gift fol 
tiiends, family or co-workers. 
Price $15.00 (Plus $3.50 Shipping) 

Size 16” X 20” 

THE PHOENIX L 

Citizens’ Rule Book 
$2.00 Includes shipping 

Pocket-size book that includes: 
* Jurors Handbook 

* Liberty information from 

Patrick Henry, William Penn & 

Thomas Jefferson 

* Original Copies of 
The Declaration of Independence 

The Constitution and 
The Bill Of Rights. 

“Rights come from GOD 
not the state” 
To order call 

AMERICA WEST 
800-729-4131 

Seminars with 
George & Desire& 

Green 
APRIL 25, 
Mauriene Pierce 8 17-45 l-33 13 

OR 817-656-5976 

The Holiday Inn 
DFWAirport North 

Dallas, TX. 
MAY9&10 
UFO Expo West 
L. A. Calif. 

MAY 16 
Sam Russell 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
801-264-8250 

To sponsor a seminar in your area 
contact: Sandy (805)-822-9655 

‘ERA TOR 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 
published by America West, 800-729- 
4131, P.O. Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 
9358 1. Subscription rates are: $20 for 
13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/Mexico); 
$30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $40 
(US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 (For- 
eign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 
(Canada/Mexico); $110 (Foreign}. 
Includes back issues for current 

volume. 
Ouantitv Subscrintions: $97.50 for25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Me&co and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Back issues of THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERATOR/EXPRESS. Minimum or- 

der 5-49 copies of one issue $0.75 

each Postpaidin theContinental U.S.A. 
50 copies of one issue $15.00 plus 

$7.50 shipping. 100 copies of one 
issue $30.00 plus $11.75 shipping in 
the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 

CoDyriaht Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by America West Pub- 
lishers, Inc. Reproduction ofthis newspaper 
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